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ANALYSIS
Senator McCarthy and Mr. Herbert Morrison

SINCE WHEN has asking questions become “ tyrannical ” ;
particularly questions asked of public servants by repre

sentatives of the Parliaments, which in democracy are supposed to 
employ them ? Are the questions asked by Senator McCarthy, 
When hunting Communists in American bureaucracy, any more 
tyrannical than the questions asked by British bureaucracy, when 
hunting citizens ? Anyhow what business is it all of Mr. Morri
son? Would he not have been better employed in asking what the 
friends of Burgess and Maclean were doing during his tenure of 
the Foreign Office ? Or in seeking the friends of those other 
fine blooms who flourished under Labour Governments, Fuchs 
and Pontecorvo ? On the prima facie evidence is there not even 
more need for an enquiry in Britain than in America ? Once 
again a Simple failure to think clearly is producing much spoken 
and written nonsense in this latest British intervention in American 
affairs. It is obvious that questions cannot be asked which 
jeopardise national security ; this answer can always be given 
firmly by the politicians in power ; the only danger is that it may 
mask incapacity and fellow travelling instead of protecting national 
interests. On the other hand it is equally clear that very searching 
questions should be asked when considerable evidence exists that 
Communism has penetrated the public services. The objection 
to Senator McCarthy seems to be the manner of his asking 
questions ; it is complained in effect that he is too rough. This 
is a new concept in American politics, which have not yet reached 
the condition of polite atrophy that in recent times has practically 
ended effective debate at Westminster. In any case, if the political 
chiefs find the questions unfair or rude, why do not they go down 
to the enquiry and protect, with their own practised controversial 
skill, any officials who are supposed to be too delicate to stand up 
to McCarthy ? When a well founded charge of Communism in 
the public services is answered merely by a charge of bad manners, 
it seems that America too is entering the age of hush. How much 
Mr. Morrison will do to preserve his system, in which anything 
can be asked of anyone, except officials, was well illustrated by 
his suggestion that the two great parties in our Parliament would 
combine to suppress any such committee, and its chairman. Mr. 
Morrison need not worry — yet. So far the two party machines
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are not only strong enough to prevent any such committee being 
constituted ; they are strong enough to prevent fearless and 
independent questioners being elected to Parliament. The power 
of money is not quite so concentrated in America ; hence this 
disturbance. In England that power will not continue to be over
whelming when the developing situation has convinced the English 
people of the need for a deep change. Mr. Morrison and some 
of his friends show a certain nervousness of the questions which 
may then be asked.

Defence Muddle
Nowhere is a really efficient parliamentary interrogation more 

urgently required than in the sphere of defence. There is every 
evidence of a muddle both in plan and execution. No-one has 
really thought out what has to be done in the light of new facts ; 
while Conservatism is very far from having fulfilled in 1954 what 
even Labour suggested was the minimum necessity in 1950 (the 
earlier estimates of the present Prime Minister have been falsified 
to an extent which would justify a repetition of some of his choicest 
jibes against Mr. Baldwin and Sir Thomas Inskip). The general 
impression made by British defence arrangements is that of a plan
less improviser who is bustling round, with ebbing strength, in an 
ever increasing failure to stop the gaps ; these are occurring ever 
more frequently in a system which it is far beyond his ability to 
reconstruct, or even to repair. Yet again the government does 
not understand that the most important thing in life is to decide 
what matters and the next to decide what does not matter. Clarity 
of thought, order of priority and firm decision are all lacking; 
once more the opinion is confirmed that our rulers only won the 
last war because the errors of the other side threw it away. (The 
Germans had less resources and, therefore, a lesser margin of 
error.)

From outside Parliament an alternative system of clear cut 
proposals and new methods has been suggested ; it can be briefly 
summarized and at least merits consideration.

An Alternative Defence Plan '
Firstly : hold Europe; leave Asia. Since Britain abandoned 

India it is impossible in the long run to hold Asia, and we risk 
Europe, and what is left of the Empire, by straining our resources 
in attempting to do so. This policy automatically eliminates
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exhausting commitments like the Suez Canal. It is useless to hold 
a life line of Empire when, at the other end of the line, the Empire 
has long since been given away. The only remaining interest of 
Britain in the Eastern Mediterranean is that it might be a spring
board for a counter attack if Russia advanced, and this is as much, 
or more, an American interest. In any case the Mediterranean is 
closed for practical purposes in time of war, and is open anyhow 
in time of peace ; this view was expressed before the last war and 
proved correct. In regard to our prestige commitment in Egypt, 
it is of course far better to walk out in good time rather than to 
wait and be kicked out. This situation is as usual the fault of 
Conservatism, which will shortly make its usual exit.

Secondly : abolish National Service for military purposes, with 
its absurdly inadequate training period of two years, and substitute 
a regular army of highly skilled and highly paid technicians. It is 
true that the period of “ push button ” war is not yet here, but it 
is time that, we began to collect personnel for wars of the future 
rather than of the past. Even now the “ conventional weapons,” 
which have been developed by science, require much more training 
and skill than the national service system can supply. Recruiting 
for such a regular army depends on two things, (a) good pay and 
conditions of life which can only be afforded if we cut out national 
service and all unneccessary commitments ; (b) honour and dignity 
for the profession of arms and a new spirit in sufficient young 
men for its service ; this can only be given by statesmanship which 
in a great age is capable of a great appeal; (c) back science up 
to the hilt to keep us ahead in new weapons and to protect us against 
existing weapons. The English can only win by quality, never 
more by quantity ; science is our quality by which we can excel. 
Victory in the future will rest with comparatively small bands of 
skilled experts possessing weapons a little more advanced than 
those of the other side ; British science, properly supplied and 
inspired, can lead the world in their production. On the other 
hand no country on earth is more vulnerable to modem weapons 
than this crowded island ; science is on the verge of finding the 
answer to atomic missiles and it is madness to neglect the protection 
of the heart in favour of the extremities. Give to science the means ; 
and to strategy the room, which is ail Europe : the defence problem 
can then be mastered. It was written after the war that in future 
(for purposes of either peace or war) statesmen in high office should 
live with scientists, as the Medicis lived with artists ; that view is
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now clearly true.

Air Marshal Slessor’s “  Realistic Assumptions ”  Examined
It has often been said that politicians have made a mess of 

military matters, and this has often been true : striking evidence 
is now available, in spheres both great and small, of soldiers in 
power making a quite remarkable mess of political matters. Outside 
their own range they develop a certain didactic innocence whose 
consequence can be disastrous if it is not exploded in time by a 
few elementary questions. That exceptionally able C.I.G.S., Sir 
Henry Wilson, once entered the House of Commons and expounded 
his view with a clear cut simplicity which was answered by the 
devastating logic of Lord Hugh Cecil. The present Prime Minister 
in winding up the debate justly remarked, “ The House has observed 
how easily the military argument may be circumvented, baffled 
and thwarted by the thorny dilemma of the experienced meta
physician” . A little commonsense rather than metaphysics is 
all that is required to deal with the recent broadcast of that dis
tinguished and gallant Air Marshal Sir John Slessor. He made 
a series of “ realistic assumptions ” which were accepted by the 
American press as carrying the blessing of the British government; 
they warrant examination.

He began with the sound and realistic contention that “ there 
was not the smallest chance of agreement with the Communists 
by the normal civilised methods of international negotiation ” but 
went straight on to support the Prime Minister’s suggestion of last 
May for “ the principle of the Treaty of Locarno with its two-way 
guarantee”. But if this method is to be effective it requires, in 
extreme degree, the “ normal civilised methods ” which are so 
conspicuously lacking ; it requires that all parties to the Treaty 
should believe each other’s word and act upon it. The Russians 
will no more believe the British guarantee than we should believe 
a Russian guarantee after our experience of 1939 to 1940, if we still 
retain any of our senses. So the first “ realistic assumption” is 
entirely lacking in realism according to its own premise. The 
second “ assumption” is that Russia will inevitably be deterred 
if an “ aggressor will be subjected to the full weight of Anglo- 
American air power, using the atom and, in due course, the hydrogen 
bomb ” ; the American press crowns the naivete of the Air Marshal 
with the observation that he found “ air control ” very effective 
in Mesopotamia. Mesopotamians had, of course, no air power
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with which to reply ; neither the Air Marshal nor his supporters 
in the American press appear yet to have noticed that the Russians 
have the atom bomb already, and are likely soon to have the hydro
gen bomb. The “ realistic assumption ” of the Russian staff may 
be that neither side will dare to use the atom bomb for fear of 
reprisal, just as (for much lesser reasons) neither side dared to use 
gas in the last war. They may even be so “ realistic ” as to believe 
that, in the resulting paralysis of air power, the decision will rest 
once again with the most powerful land army. Nearly all authority 
has recently come round to the view that neither side will dare 
to use atom power in the air. Air Marshal Slessor himself, in the 
same broadcast, said “ no-one will force a major war if he knows 
that to do so will bring down the annihilating force of atomic air 
power on his head He certainly will not force atomic war, 
but he may'start a land war against an enemy who equally fears 
atomic war ; once more the Air Marshal has fallen into a con
fusion whose conclusion contradicts his own premise. His third 
“ realistic assumption ” is that “ we should raise and train such 
German forces as are agreed upon if necessary. . .  and that we 
should formally notify the Kremlin that as soon as those German 
forces are ready we propose to withdraw the British and American 
forces from the continent of Europe ” ; the Kremlin may be most 
agreeably surprised to receive that notification. Are the German 
forces, then, to be so strong that they can resist a  Russian attack 
without support from our air force using atomic power 7 Or 
shall we use that power and incur the reprisals in these islands 
which the Marshal warns us none dare risk ? He reinforces that 
warning of what can happen to this country by saying, “ I advise 
you not to be unduly impressed by the stories about the wonderful 
guided missile that is going to shoot down all these supersonic 
bombers” . So it appears that, unless these crowded islands are 
to suffer much more from these exchanges than deeply spaced 
Russia, we shall have to do without the assistance of the Air Marshal 
and his air force ; we shall, in fact, under this policy, be entirely 
dependent on the German army.
. One last question for the “ realistic assumptions” of the Air 
Marshal; what happens if the German army changes side 7 The 
whole policy of the allies has been to eliminate from the German 
army all leadership whose loyalty is tested and proved in a struggle 
against Russian Communism ; the gaols are still full of such men, 
and those who are outside are still persecuted. We do not yet
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know the composition of the higher command of the German 
army but, if allied policy is consistent, it will be largely composed 
of professional traitors ; it is indeed a strange assumption that 
a man who betrayed his own cause will therefore be loyal to our 
cause. At best we shall find at the head of the German army 
officers who are entirely non-political soldiers, quite devoid of the 
“ Nazi ” bias against Communism, and deeply imbued with the 
tradition of the old German General Staff that alliance with 
Russia, in some conditions, can be of great benefit to their country. 
If the Air Marshal, in that last event, answers with the atomic 
bomb, our loss of space and the Russian acquisition of additional 
space will afford us scant chance.

Let us consider one more “ realistic assumption ” which the 
Air Marshal did not discuss, because the military mind has not 
yet reached that region ; it will — later. Supposing the Russians 
decide to fight not on our ground but on their ground ; with 
methods of which they are past masters and of which our present 
rulers know nothing. It is much more possible that they will 
start not a military war but an intensive political struggle within a 
German arena from which the vital elements, who previously 
opposed them successfully, have been deliberately eliminated. 
Industrial infiltration in the coming economic crisis of the w est; 
strikes and sabotage to paralyse the machinery of government; 
the advance of highly specialised political-military guerrillas, in the 
resulting disorder, for the classic revolutionary take-over of the 
state : these will be methods against which the Marshal’s atom 
bombs would be singularly futile. Where would he drop them, 
even if he dared to use them ?

The Air Marshal’s plan has such a delightful simplicity — it is 
such an ingenious labour-saving device both for the brain power 
of statesmanship and for the fighting manpower of England and 
America — that it is with real regret we subjected his “ realistic 
assumptions ” to just a little realism.

General Disarmament
So we come back to our insistence on a  serious effort at general 

disarmament, which is the one subject which all parties avoid. 
The latest excuse for lethargy (or worse) is that so many atom 
bombs now exist in the world that they cannot possibly be 
inspected and controlled. That fact was faced some time back 
in The European, which pointed out that it was probably now
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impossible to deal with atomic weapons in a measure of general 
disarmament, but added that this did not matter so much as neither 
side would dare now to use them : this view was stated for the 
first time some four years ago in “ The European Situation,” which 
we published in our issue of January 1954 ; it appears now to be 
almost universally accepted.

We suggested that in the resulting paralysis of atomic weapons 
the danger would again become “ conventional weapons ” ; in 
this sphere the Russians have a heavy preponderance at present, 
and it seems our only hope effectively to contain them is atomic 
artillery, with such local effect that it might not evoke reprisal 
from the air of which all are afraid. (Under our present rulers and 
system, it appears quite out of the question for four hundred million 
western Europeans and Americans to resist one hundred and 
seventy million Russians without the aid of a superior science — or 
the Germans.) In these circumstances it is well worth probing 
the Russian offer of all round disarmament. Why is the West 
“ dragging its feet ” ? Is there any explanation, except that all 
the old parties fear the end of disarmament will bring an economic 
crisis which they have no policy to meet ?

Mr. Attlee, Russia and Disarmament
Even Mr. Attlee’s “ common interest with Russia” (at the 

October conference of the Labour Party) was turned into a common 
interest with Sir Winston Churchill in German rearmament during 
the last debate (perhaps the little face slap at Berlin cut short the 
coy return to the old embrace). Even the Left wing, which has now 
managed exactly to split the party, does not stand for general 
disarmament but only for the unilateral disarmament of Germany. 
How characteristic of Labour always to discover the one plan 
which cannot possibly work, just as they now propose to reduce 
national service from two years to eighteen months (although two 
years is an absurdly short period for a proper training) instead of 
forming a professional and properly trained regular army. How
ever, the split is eagerly hailed by the New Statesman and Nation 
under the ecstatic headline “ Life Comes Back to Labour ” ; 
perhaps they are right, for we understand that to divide itself is 
the only means of procreation open to the lowest form of life. 
Our old “ friends ” lead us on from joy to joy through the columns 
af this eminent weekly ; it is with real pleasure that we repeat 
their most recent solution of the African problem as a short left
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wing overture to the essay in creative realism which is our first 
article in this issue. “ Critic,” in a recent page of his diary, gave 
birth to the following — after a long labour of conscience — with 
the helpful midwifery of Mr. Raymond Postgate : “  The answer 
to your problem of conscience in drinking either Malanist or 
Franco sherry (which has troubled me, too) is Australian sherry 
Mr. Raymond Postgate is reverently described as a “ food and 
wine expert ”. And so he is ; more power to his elbow, and to 
Mr. Kingsley Martin’s.

THE AFRICAN PROBLEM 
AND ENGLAND’S FUTURE

by SIR OSWALD MOSLEY

HEN A MAN seems bent on suicide he may at least be asked
to consider what he is doing. This article asks the English 

people to face the facts in Africa. Present policy can only end in 
evacuation of the whites ; already that possibility is being can
vassed by the journalism of the Left, and so far Conservatism has 
merely followed Left wing opinion at a steadily increasing pace.

This event will mean the suicide of the English as a great people, 
because Africa offers us the only remaining opportunity to become 
again a great power ; in fact, within our present trading system, our 
only hope to live at all is the sale of African products in a particularly 
vicious form of Colonial exploitation. It is, therefore, well to think 
a little before we take the final step.

Any attempt to check, let alone reverse, present policy is greeted 
with execration ; all the familiar cliches of abuse come at once 
into play. The English have talked themselves into such a fit 
on this subject, in the course of their war propaganda against 
German Lebensraum, that they suffer agonies of guilt at any thought 
of modifying the haste to discard their imperial heritage. So let 
me quickly make clear that this is no plea to save the old Empire ; 
that is too late. This is not a plan for returning to the past which 
is dead, but for entering into a wider life of the future.

It will appear a paradox to some that I should claim to have

EUROPEAN.
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advanced the most liberal policies in relation to the negro yet put 
forward from any quarter.

The first plan was formulated in 1948 with my friend Mr. Oswald 
Pirow ; his knowledge and experience in this matter is far greater 
than mine, because he has occupied several of the chief executive 
positions in South African government.

The second plan I defined last year as an extension of our general 
European policy. It will appear another paradox to orthodox 
opinion that it is not only an alternative to the first plan but in 
some ways the extreme opposite to it. This is not an inconsistency 
in our thinking, because it is a consistency of our thought to believe 
that there are usually several ways of solving a problem, often 
different from, and even opposite to each other. Our dogma is 
effective action rather than restrictive formulae; to think of 
several ways of doing a thing is of course very suspect among 
people who cannot think of one.

The first idea is a genuine Apartheid ; a real separation of the 
two peoples into two nations which enjoy equal opportunity and 
status. This is in strong contradistinction to the bogus apart
heid which seeks to keep the negro within white territory but 
segregated into black ghettos, which are reserves of sweated 
labour living in wretched conditions. It is confusion about what 
is meant by the word apartheid which has made it so unpopular 
among humanitarians, who give more emotion than thought to 
this problem. They ate right to condemn slums of black pariahs, 
but they are wrong to condemn the two nation proposal; hysterical 
propaganda has made the term apartheid cover both concepts, 
although they are entirely opposed. The clear mind of the present 
Archbishop of Canterbury discerned the difference when he said : 
“ If it were entire separation — two separate countries with separate 
cultures and governments, there would be much to be said for 
it ” ; this is precisely what we mean.

Mr. Oswald Pirow defined his detailed proposal for a decisive 
move in this, direction in the last August issue of The European. 
For my part I would like to travel with the utmost possible speed 
to a complete division of the white and black peoples of Africa into 
two separate and entirely independent nations. Admittedly there 
must be an interim period before the black labour can be entirely 
replaced by white labour in the white territory, and before black 
government can do without white assistance and technicians in the 
black territory. But there is no reason why two self-governing
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states should not be constituted in the quite near future ; the basic 
problem of national dignity and human rights for the negro popula
tion would thereby be solved. During the necessary interim 
period black labour would then travel freely to our territory for 
the relatively high reward it would there command, and white 
technicians would doubtless be tempted by substantial inducements 
to work in reasonable numbers for black government in the con
stitution of their state. Once the two nations exist the rest is a 
matter of simple economics and straight bargaining. As rapidly 
as possible black labour should be replaced in white territory by 
European emigration, and the white technicians who have been 
hired by black government should be replaced by the negro personnel 
they have trained ; it is probable that the former process will be 
completed long before the latter, but time will show.

No one can pretend that this is a plan to oppress the blacks. 
We are as much against black ghettos under white bosses as anyone 
else; more so, because we have a practical plan to prevent it. 
We have no prejudice whatever against negroes ; we want to give 
them a fair break. We do not like them being brought to England 
to provide even within our homeland a reservoir of cheap labour 
for a predatory capitalism, or to become tools and victims in the 
exploitation of vice. But we will help them to win the freedom and 
dignity of nationhood in their own land, where they can live in 
close friendship and co-operation with us. (For my part I have 
liked very well the few negroes I have come across in personal 
relationship ; in particular one man of considerable culture and 
personal charm who occupied an adjacent cell in Brixton prison ; 
he had once played the violin at a concert in Berlin, and this appeared 
quite sufficient for the Home Office to favour me with his com
panionship.)

It is, therefore, with feelings of warm sympathy rather than 
hostility that we approach the negro problem ; my alternative 
plan makes this clear beyond a shadow of a doubt. It is by far 
the most advanced and liberal proposal yet suggested for a solution 
of the African problem ; (“ liberal ” in the original sense of 
liberalism ; before the modern liberal party joined with the others 
to support the atomising and phosphorising of civilian populations 
and the slaughter of the vanquished under retrospective law). It is 
so liberal, in fact, that it is unlikely at this stage to find much 
support in South Africa, but it has a considerable prospect of 
winning the assent of European peoples in the not too distant
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future. In brief, I suggest that the Nation of Europe as I should 
call it, or the United States of Europe, as others would prefer, 
should give to the negro of Africa complete equality of citizenship 
within Euro-Africa, ft is impossible to grant that equality of 
citizenship within an area so limited that it would finally produce 
a black majority. The whites who have lived up against this prob
lem simply will not stand for it. Either they will leave altogether, 
or they will fight it to the death : the first means that Africa will 
revert to jungle and savagery ; the second means civil war. Are 
Europe and America either prepared to lose from Western civiliza
tion the wealth of Africa (including the uranium which Russia in 
those circumstances would probably seize through some black 
Communist movement) or to send troops to shoot down white 
settlers in the interests of negro domination ? If they are not in 
the end to be faced with this dire choice, the way out is either to 
divide the peoples or to grant equal citizenship in a territory so 
large that it will contain a permanent white majority. As usual 
the practical plan of tomorrow is the fantasy of today.

There are, of course, many variations of such plans. For example, 
within Euro-Africa local problems will require considerable 
devolutions of power from central government, and these would 
make possible some kind of apartheid within the Euro-Africa plan ; 
negro government could deal with purely local problems. It is 
possible that the ideal solution is a measure of apartheid within 
Euro-Africa ; the dignity of equal status within a great community 
would then be enjoyed by the blacks without the friction of close 
daily contact. But ideal situations are not easily and rapidly 
achieved in this life, and it is probable that we shall be driven to 
some form of apartheid before Europe is fully united and the plan 
of Euro-Africa entirely realised. Many and diverse minds are being 
induced by the logic of events to pierce the mists of prejudice and 
to contemplate this possibility. The democratic faith of Monsieur 
Paul Reynaud will be no more suspect than that of the Archbishop 
of Canterbury. After a recent visit to South Africa he said :

“ . . .  il est toutefois permis de se demander si le plus raisonnable 
ne serait pas de dormer & ces rtoirs m  territoire suffisant pour s'y 
crier w e  veritable patrie dans laquelle ils organiseraient eux- 
memes leur vie politique et d’ou ils pourraient imigrer, quand bon 
leur semblerait, pour venir travailler chez les blancs?" (Figaro, 
22.2.54)
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The Latin approach to the negro problem has of late been more 
realistic, and a great deal more successful, than the British ; since 
the Conservative retreat under left wing pressure has turned into 
a rout, the genius of our people in colonial affairs has been almost 
entirely lost. Order reigns in South Africa, and order and content 
prevail in most of French and Belgian Africa : yet wild disorder 
has raged over a long period within British territory, where a con
siderable force has so far failed to deal effectively with a militant 
minority in a tribe of a million negroes living in an area about the 
size of an English county. It is becoming more and more clear, 
not only to the outside world but to ourselves, that we have got this 
question all wrong. The Sunday Times, which is not usually re
garded as an organ of tyranny, recently published this remarkable 
summary of a detailed study of the African problem in Northern 
Rhodesia and the Belgian Congo :

" . . .  On both sides of the line, then, the African has a full 
belly and a roof over his head. But on one side free discussion, 
trade-union associations, the beginnings of political rights, poor 
education for most but a chance of higher education for a few — 
and the ceiling imposed by the white trade unions to the jobs a 
man can hold. On the other side, much better education up to 
matriculation level and no artificial ceiling to jobs, but no votes, 
no discussion, no trade-union associations.”

The former system is the British and the latter the Belgian ; in 
practice the latter works better. And is the negro at this stage of 
affairs very unreasonable to prefer the Belgian method ; is he so 
very different from ourselves in a similar position? Is not the first 
thing to go for in life a good education and a  chance of a good 
jo b ; an equal chance with everyone else, white or black ? If 
we found ourselves in that position, should we not prefer that good 
life to a lot of windy talk about our political rights combined with 
the theft of our economic rights ? It is the humbug of the British 
system which gets everyone down except the British ; and we have 
only been conditioned to put up with it by the press which the 
negro cannot read, and by other institutions of our state which it 
will take him even longer to appreciate. We have exported to 
Africa both the blessings of a bogus democracy ; plenty of 
opportunity is provided to air grievances, and plenty of grievances 
are provided to air. Nobody minds how much you talk as long
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as you can do nothing about it. The shadow of political liberty is 
freely accorded in exchange for the reality of economic liberty, 
which is ruthlessly denied. The one thing lacking is a chance to 
earn your living and to improve your position (if you have no 
“ pull ”) ; the best jobs are reserved for the whites by restrictive 
trade unionism in British Africa, just as surely as the best jobs are 
reserved for the sons of directors, etc., in the even bigger racket 
at home ; we are used to it, but the black is not (so he must be 
educated, but only to an elementary standard 1).

If we bring the reign of humbug to an end the answer to all thia 
is comparatively simple ; it is equal opportunity in education and 
employment for a l l ; also the vote for all who are literate. Equal 
citizenship within Euro-Africa means real equality— in education, 
in employment, and in the franchise. If the alternative policy of 
complete apartheid is adopted, it will be for the negro state to 
decide its own way of life and for negro labour to make the best 
bargain it can when it works in white territory ; white employers 
will, of course, be wise to offer good conditions if they then want 
to attract black labour.

In brief, I have tried to present two alternative plans for the 
solution of the African problem together with the new social 
approach which is inherent in them. What will happen if we 
continue in present policy ? It is evident that this must lead to 
an ever increasing divergence between Britain and South Africa. 
Will this lead to the triumph of British policy in a “ multi-racial 
society,” and to the collapse of white rule in South Africa 7 At 
present it does not look like it. The dream of a black wave of revolt 
overwhelming white society in South Africa is likely to remain a 
wish-dream of the bloodthirsty left. The Afrikaaners were there 
before the Bantus ; they faced that encroachment previously with 
muzzle-loading muskets ; they have every confidence that they 
could today face any black assault, if need be, with the additional 
assistance of tanks and aircraft. But in fact there is not the slightest 
chance of anything of the kind occurring on any serious scales 
despite the infection spread from neighbouring British colonies ; nor 
does anybody of serious opinion in South Africa in any way antici
pate it. The worst result of the British-fed agitation, so far, has been 
a  certain shortage of migrant black labour in South Africa ; and 
it appears from the latest tendency that even this slight difficulty 
is on the way to being solved. No one will deny that Mr. Harry 
Oppenheimer has been a strenuous opponent of the Malan govern-
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m ent; and, certainly, no one will accuse him of being in league 
with me. On February 18th last he stated in the South African 
Parliament that within the next four years the value of South 
African mine production should be increased by about one hundred 
million pounds per annum. He added that in a short time “ South 
African currency might be expected to be quite as hard as the 
dollar”. Few opposition leaders at Westminster would say the 
same thing about the British pound ; Mr. Gaitskill was recently 
discussing its further devaluation. So, the sense of crisis seems 
rather less present in South Africa than in this country. Included 
in this estimated increase of one hundred million pounds per annum 
in mine production was thirty million pounds from uranium. If 
anyone imagines that direct or indirect pressure from the British 
Government, or from Mr. Nehru, is going to reverse the regime 
in South Africa, he should study this figure in conjunction with 
chapter two of Report on the Atom by Mr. Gordon Dean, former 
chairman, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. In fact, an economic 
supply of uranium is very difficult to find ; rich mines like those 
in.Czecho-Slovakia, the Belgian Congo and the Canadian district 
of the Great Bear Lake are extremely rare. Apart from them the 
cost of extracting uranium from normal sources is prohibitive. 
So the only economic method at present is to mine uranium in 
conjunction with other metals ; that is why America is now so 
deeply committed to South African gold mining. The figure of 
thirty million pound production of uranium per annum in that 
country within four years speaks even louder than Mr. Fenner 
Brockway.

If we are discussing this problem in terms of reality it is necessary 
to note these facts. In the last resort a combination of English 
and Indian left-wing politicians may encounter some formidable 
opposition in an agitation whose success might entail black anarchy 
or Communism ; Dr. Malan’s government may prove, at any real 
danger point, to possess both friends and resources. These things 
are not quite so simple as they appear a t  first sigh t; white rule 
in Africa will not be so easily overthrown ; so let us do what we 
can to make it realistic, durable, moral and humane.

What will happen, on the other hand, if white rule in South Africa 
succeeds and prospers, while white rule in British colonies is 
deliberately submerged in black rule by decision of British govern
ment ? Will Mr. Lyttleton’s formula, published in the Listener 
of 12.3.1953, then long endure ? He was reported as quoting with
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warm approval the Labour Party’s Colonial Secretary, Mr. Creech 
Jones : “ the central policy of British Colonial policy is simple, 
it is to guide the Colonial territories to responsible self-government 
within the Commonwealth Mr. Lyttleton added “ the aims of 
Colonial policy are not in dispute between the parties. I cannot 
state this better than in these words ” . This statement either means 
ultimate government by the black majority, or it is complete humbug. 
If it is black rule, the white settlers in the end will not stand for i t ; 
if it is deception of the negro, it will only in the end make matters 
worse. This policy appears lately to have been emphasised by 
the all-party parliamentary Committee which visited Kenya and 
reported in favour of a “ multi-racial society

If South Africa succeeds, and white settlers in British Colonies are 
subjected to this policy, the result will be a break away of British 
Colonies to join with South Africa. In face of the basic negro 
problem a virtual solidarity exists between English and Afrikaaner 
opinion on the spot. Racial jealousies and inter-facial manoeuvres 
occur within the white population, which, unfortunately, sometimes 
use the black agitation as a pawn in the power game; but in face 
of the any real threat of subjection to the blacks the white population 
is united, [f this is the policy of British Government it means the 
breakaway of all white Africa ; let us face that fact. A union of 
all white Africa would provide an immense attraction to other 
European countries whose ideas are nearer to Afrikaaner concepts, 
and would certainly draw a great white emigration. What then 
would be the position of Britain and the remaining Dominions ? 
Britain, without the manpower to supply and develop her own 
mines and agriculture, could scarcely afford sufficient emigrants to 
populate the Dominions, and they must accept immigrants if they 
are ever to develop. We should be an industrially over-developed 
island without any complementary primary producers ; the Domin
ions would continue to be largely empty countries because their 
potential labour supply from Europe would be attracted to the 
new united states created in Africa. In addition, the Dominions 
tend more and more at present to develop secondary industries and 
to become small self-sufficient states, rather than important comple
mentary economic units to the mother country. Britain would 
then be quite plainly alone in the world, and in an almost hopeless 
position ; that is why I began with a remark about suicide.

What can Britain do in the situation to which this policy must 
lead ? Apply to be the forty-ninth State of America and thus
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become herself the poor negro belt of American labour ? Is 
this to be the exchange for our imperial heritage which forty years 
of our present rulers has gained for Britain ? If not, will they send 
British troops, plus a contingent from Nehru’s Bengal, to recapture 
the colonies this policy has lost ? In that event George I l l’s tea 
party in Boston will appear a picnic in comparison with the Tory 
supper party in Britain’s last midnight. If they use force, what 
will be the object ? To impose black rule on whites ? If so, what 
will America say when she sees all Africa in danger of infection from 
black anarchy, and the uranium in the Congo, as well as in South 
Africa, brought into jeopardy? Are all Europeans insane enough 
to permit the almost complete strategic encirclement of their 
continent by the loss of Africa to Communism? Take a look at 
the map and see the effect of a Russian penetration to Africa’s 
western coastline upon the strategic position of America. Are 
all the vital peoples of the world to risk their freedom and 
lives for a quaint neo-English ideology? How long would it be 
before Russia took a hand if Africa became a vacuum of civilisation? 
Communism alone has mastered the technique of mass agitation 
with crude symbolism among backward peoples. Communism will 
enter the vacuum left by Britain, and Russia will lift the sceptre 
which has fallen from tired old hands. It will then be a matter of 
life and death for America to forestall her, and English “ humani- 
tarianism ” may finally add full scale war in Africa to the other 
blessings it is showering on mankind. Do I exaggerate in mention
ing these possibilities? Is all this fantastic? If so, does anyone 
really believe that we can leave Africa as we left India, and that a 
black Nehru will rule Africa with the white population remaining 
as his servants? Even those who viewed with equanimity the 
slaughter when Britain left India, and are still optimistic enough to 
believe that India can indefinitely resist Communism, will scarcely 
extend that fantasy to the present state of Africa. At the end of 
this dream policy, as at the end of all dreams, we shall meet reality; 
and a small trick cannot always defeat reality, at least not in a great 
age of historic decision.

The small trick, of course, is to govern behind pliant African 
politicians, and in the process to exploit the masses of the negro 
population very thoroughly. We are, at the moment, exploiting 
the Colonies on an immense scale. The degree of their exploitation 
is best expressed by the rise in their sterling balances from four 
hundred and fifty-four million pounds in June 1945 to one
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thousand one hundred and thirty-three million pounds in June 
1953. In other words, they are supplying for our use each year 
an average of about eighty million pounds’ worth more goods 
than we are supplying for their use ; and their goods earn us 
dollars.

It is a dirty game to live on the back of the negroes ; it is also 
a game which will not last. Professor Mead in a letter to the 
Times of March 3rd, 1953, pointed out that some of our principal 
dollar earners in Africa “ have a large surplus of exports to the 
United States, and could easily relax their restriction of dollar 
goods ” . In fact, when they are “ politically free,” with a black 
majority under black government, they may find it much more 
profitable to link up directly with the United States than to be 
exploited by, us. Even negro politicians will wake up to that in 
time, and the dirty little trick of exploitation under the guise of 
humanitarianism and self-government may not work much longer. 
(In practice, as we noted, it is not likely to be the United States 
but Russia which will be the beneficiary, because Commissars have 
a good deal more experience of handling native populations than 
Senators; unless the whole great muddle produces another world 
war.) The one thing certain is that present policy makes England 
the ultimate loser ; it is a weak and squalid way out for a great 
imperial people. It is also a world disaster, because Europe with 
English inspiration could hold the balance of mankind. In coming 
years the English people must decide whether to pass from history 
or to increase their greatness.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENTS
AN OPEN LETTER 

TO MR. VICTOR GOLLANCZ
Sir,

Having read your two books, M y Dear Timothy and More for 
Timothy, I should like to ask you a few questions about a subject 
with which you deal at some length : crime and punishment in 
general, with special reference to prisons, and the Craig and 
Bentley case in particular. Let me say at once that my reactions 
when I read the newspaper accounts of the trials of Craig and
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Bentley were very much the same as yours. I agree with much 
that you say about Lord Goddard, and with all you say about 
flogging, and birching, and any other kind of legalised torture.
I also agree that the press, and the cinema, and the glorification 
during the last war of all the meanest and most unsoldierly ways 
of fighting (your.description pp. 17-20 of commando training) have 
combined to create an ideal climate in which Craigs and Bentleys 
develop into gangsters. But what do you propose to do about it ?

If Jesus Christ entered into the hearts of Craig and Bentley, 
and assumed a slightly different aspect in Lord Goddard’s heart, 
it would, of course, solve that particular problem for those three 
particular men (or rather two, for they have killed Bentley). But 
in case he does not enter into their hearts, what then ?

You are angered by the words used by Lord Goddard in sen
tencing Craig to be “ held ” . " /  can only sentence you to be 
detained until Her Majesty’s pleasure be known. I  shall tell the 
Secretary o f State when forwarding the recommendation to mercy 
in Bentley’s case that in my opinion you are one o f the most dangerous 
young criminab that have ever stood in that dock. Never once have 
you expressed a word o f regret or remorse for what you have done.. . .  
It b  quite obvious that the people o f this country will not be safe i f  
you are out o f prison. J shall recommend that you be kept in 
confinement.” Immediately after the formal words o f the sentence, 
Lord Goddard, in a harsh voice, rapped out the order to the warders. 
“ Take him down.”

You continue thus : “ Before Lord Goddard's judgment seat was 
a naked human soul. ■.. Was harshness in order ? Wouldn't 
humility have been better ? . . .  Two separate implications are clear: 
first, that i f  Lord Goddard had his way this boy o f sixteen would be 
kept in prison for life; and, secondly, that repentance is incon
ceivable.” Should sentence have been passed, in your view, more 
or less as follows : “ Now, Christopher, I am sure you realise 
that you have done a very, very, bad, evil thing in taking your 
sawn-off shot gun on to that roof with Derek — by the way, what 
were you doing on the roof, you two boys, were yon not planning 
to take something that did not belong to you ? As I was saying, 
you know I am sure how wrong it was of you to shoot that police
man. Try and think of the worry and sorrow you have caused 
your parents, and try also to imagine how sad you have made 
Mrs. Miles by killing her husband. Now Christopher, we want 
you to repent of what you have done. I am going to ask these
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officers to take care of you for a while, until we can be sure you 
have repented. We only want to give you another chance you 
know, be a good boy and you shall have it.”

Is that how it should have been done ? And then what ? You 
say you would not allow him to go home. You would try to 
reform him first. But in that case, you are obliged to “ hold ” 
him, however much you may object to the word. And here, I 
must tell you, as one who has spent three-and-a-half years in 
prison, is the crux of the whole matter, as far as punishment is 
concerned. Torture apart, the terrible thing about prison is loss 
of liberty. So terrible is it that no amount of small “ humanising ” 
concessions or little improvements in conditions can be more than 
a minute alleviation of the heavy burden of loss of freedom, borne 
by every prisoner. To call a cell a room, as they do, does not 
make it any less like a cell. To hang a few grimy posters on the 
wall of the wing, as Sir Samuel Hoare persuaded them to do, does 
not make it seem more like home, it just makes it look like a prison 
wing with a few grimy posters hanging in it. One of the things 
you object to is the numbering of prisoners ; why, you say, should 
Paul Smith become 12345, and thus lose his identity as a human 
being ? The fact that you can say this shows how little you can 
imagine what prison means to a sensitive person, who would greatly 
prefer to be a number and keep his name, particularly his first 
name, among the few private possessions which have not been taken 
from him by the warders. To be called Paul by them, as you sug
gest, would be the final indignity ; it would be as if they owned 
not only his body but also himself, his personality. So many of 
the reforms of well-meaning people have made the lot of the prisoner 
harder to bear. Many a man would prefer, for example, to walk 
round the prison yard in single file, in company with his thoughts, 
to the obligatory half-hour chat with a fellow-prisoner which is, 
for some reason, considered to be so much more agreeable. I 
read the book you published, Who Lie in Gaol; Miss Henry’s 
description of Holloway is good ; but it so happened that she was 
in the prison hospital. The great advantage of a real prison, 
compared with a prison without bars, is that you have a cell to 
yourself (at least this was so, some years ago) ; and that, every 
evening, the blessed moment comes when you are locked into it, 
away from the noise, the dirt, the smell, the crowd, the shouts of 
the wardresses, the clang and clatter and din of a prison wing. 
Then, except for an occasional wailing obscenity through a cell
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window, followed by the harsh cry Be quiet there you women, peace 
descends for a few hours. If someone wants to reform the prisons, 
let him start with more and cleaner lavatories and better food, that 
is to say, food which is less utterly filthy. Bernard Shaw once 
said that schools and prisons are much alike, but that he preferred 
prisons, because though they may torment your body they don’t 
torment your mind, and you are not compelled to read books 
written by the governor and the warders. These words should 
be pondered by would-be prison reformers.

After that long parenthesis, back to Craig. Once it has been 
pointed out to him how sinful he has been you have to “ reform ” 
him, so that he may once more take his place in society. How do 
you suggest this should be done ? The ordinary prison warder 
and the ordinary prison chaplain are inadequate to this extremely 
tricky and difficult task. Do you think that there are enough 
extraordinary people to undertake it ? Not, I mean, just in Craig’s 
case, but in the case of all the inhabitants of all our crowded prisons 
and Borstals ?

I agree with you that education is the only answer to the problem. 
In saying this we turn our backs on Craig ; he had already been 
educated by the popular press, the cinema, the glorification of 
violence among which he grew up. The question is, what sort 
of education ? At the age of sixteen Craig could hardly read, 
though he could “ follow Enid Blyton read aloud ” . Would it 
help if he were forced to remain at school until he could follow 
(say) Daphne du Maurier read aloud ? Of course it would no t 
What Craig needed was something real and active and exciting 
enough to engage his whole interest and canalise his energy — and, 
incidentally, make him “ feel big ” which is the reason he gave for 
his love of firearms. If boys like Craig can be properly led by 
men who understand, and share, their love of adventure, who would 
bring back the great European values of truth and honour to the 
high place they once held, condemning gangster methods for the 
low things they are, even when sanctioned by governments ; men 
who could lead them where to be adventurous is a virtue and not 
a crime, their problem vanishes. There is still so much pioneering 
work to be done in the world, including the immense task of the 
development of Africa ; but the sort of youth organisation which 
could lead to anything bigger than an annual week in camp with 
a boys’ club (which Craig would avoid as being too sissy for him) 
has to be government sponsored, and has to have an element of
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compulsion. There would have to be compulsion for the child, 
leadership for the bigger boys. And the cry would go up : Regi
menting our youth.

“ The miasma of evil,” you write, “ has been deliberately thick
ened, deliberately loaded with still more poison, by that most 
detestable of modern institutions, the popular press: I say 
deliberately and I say further with the vilest of motives, namely, 
to increase profit. For years now, with one or two decent ex
ceptions, the million-circulation newspapers have gone all out to 
titillate those sadistic and lascivious instincts that lie dormant in 
almost everyone ; for this is the way, they think rightly or wrongly, 
to get more readers and down their rivals. There are no lengths, 
literally no lengths at all, to which these people will not go. 1 
tell you' this, Timothy. There was an invisible defendent in the 
dock with Craig and Bentley last week : the press that had done 
its utmost to help corrupt them.” Very well, but what do you 
propose to do about it ? It would be difficult enough to reform 
the Craigs and Bentleys without starting on the reform of Fleet 
Street, where evil is so thickly overlaid with hypocrisy that many 
persuade themselves that doling out the dirt is not only filling 
their pockets, but doing the Lord’s work into the bargain by “  ex
posing ” crime. Do you suggest compulsion here ?

Unless I have entirely misunderstood you, your answer to all 
these extremely complicated and vexatious problems is Christianity. 
In M y Dear Timothy you tell about yourself as a child, how you 
longed for the Sabbath to be wet so that you should not be made 
to go to Synagogue. Would not Craig, in the hands of his re
formers, be like you were, but with resistance multiplied a thousand 
times by every kind of complex and resentment ? Because the 
child you describe yourself as having been was a nervous, quiet 
child, and eventually you grew into a religious, thoughtful man. 
You have to allow also for the other type of child — the boisterous, 
boastful, active, cruel, not very intelligent type, who must be made 
into a man who is neither a gangster nor a Black and Tan, but a 
strong, adventurous, practical man. To offer that child Christianity 
while leaving him in his present environment, surrounded as he is 
by every kind of physical and moral degradation, is like the 
seventeenth century monk you describe, holding the crucifix before 
the eyes of the man who is being broken on the wheel. It may 
help a little, but assuredly not much.

DIANA MOSLEY.
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THE SITE OF EASTER
by A. J. NEAME

OUT OF A STREET of souvenir shops, through an incon
spicuous doorway, lies the parvis of the Church of the Holy 

Sepulchre — not a particularly impressive courtyard, but intimate" 
and informal with the blue sky and the swifts wheeling and the 
lion-coloured stone. On the left the minaret of a small mosque ; 
along the walls of the courtyard six Greek priests in black pot- 
hats chatting in the sun ; one side of the square is formed by the 
crusader facade of this most venerable of churches. Not very 
high, dwarfed perhaps by the buildings round it ; not very low, 
for it has a large door and a fair-sized clerestory ; weather-worn 
and buttressed with unsightly grey girders, the fa?ade makes no 
appeal to the sense of admiration. Modest is the word that 
characterises it best — a quiet modesty ; as though the architect 
conceived that the treasures within made all attempts to enrich 
the outside redundant. The exterior of this great basilica has more 
in common with the simplicity of village churches than with the 
great contemporary cathedrals of the West — Saint-Denis, Chartres, 
Canterbury — but the interior, how different from either.

For what Western cathedral or village church can boast a great 
divan covered with chintz cushions and bolsters, and a brand new 
telephone, just inside its main door ? A hereditary Moslem door
keeper keeping the keys ? And what Western church shelters 
under its roof so many denominations that its chapels and arcades 
re-echo all day long to half-a-dozen different liturgical languages ? 
Who expects the familiar will not find it here. This is the centre 
from which all the irreconcilables spring, at which all opposites 
come together. This is where history was divided into ancient 
and modern, where the law of sacrifice and propitiation was abro
gated for a law of confidence and love. Here is what remains in 
time of what we hope to possess for ever. Little wonder then 
that it is strange, little wonder if it is disconcerting, little wonder
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if the eye memorises a trivial detail while the mind grapples with 
thoughts so overpowering. For this place is the centre of the world 
in many senses ; the centre of the centre of the land that has been 
the immemorial bridge and battleground between East, West, 
North and South ; the point of conflict between empires ; the 
intersection of the overland trade routes from Greece to  Egypt, 
from Portugal to China. And more than the centre of the mere 
geographical world, for Jerusalem, they say, lies beneath the pole 
of the seven concentric heavens, midway between the uttermost 
Hell and the Throne of the Eternal. It was here at the centre of 
history that the event took place to which all the past had looked 
forward and to which our present must inevitably look back ; 
an event by the intellectual light of which, the further in time we 
are from it, the further back into the ages we see beyond i t ; an 
event for which Prophets and Sybils yearned, from which Saints 
and Martyrs draw their inspiration ; an event and a place re
membered with the greatest emotional concentration by all the 
Christians in the world every day : the Crucifixion, Jerusalem. 
By its light we see the two great monotheistic religions converge. 
This centre was the first fraternal meeting place of Christianity 
and Islam in the saintly persons of Sophronius and ’Omar, where 
’Omar turned aside to build his mosque across the courtyard, 
for fear the two religions should become inseparately confounded ; 
by the lights of this basilica millions and millions of pilgrims have 
been drawn magnetically through centuries of empire and con
fusion with that unfailing pattern that the magnetic centre imposes 
on the particles about it. The magnetic centre has properties of 
its own, uncomprehended by the particles the while it acts upon 
them ; the particles cannot define the centre, but the centre draws 
them nonetheless by its power.

The centre of this cosmology, the centre of geography, of politics, 
of history (except to those who half-a-mile away pre-occupy them
selves with salt water plants and the new potash factory at Sodom), 
of faith, of intellectual light, does not need to conform, does not 
conform, to conditions on the periphery. The eye used to the 
splendours of Rome will not find them here, and the eye used to 
the simplicities of the Kirk will not find them here either, for the 
centre has laws of its own and its own validities ; and to this 
centre with its modest demeanour to the eye and its indescribable 
glory to the soul, generations and generations of men have come, 
and left as presents what they cared for best. Their treasures ate
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not always beautiful, very rarely so perhaps ; but no one will 
wonder at that, for the objects that arouse our intensest affections 
often have no aesthetic value at all. “ All men desire the Good,” 
Plato said, not “ all men admire the beautiful.” The objects that 
most men love, not more or less coldly admire, have little appeal 
to other people.

In the Church of the Holy Sepulchre the ornaments and the 
trophies and the prodigious candelabra and the pictures, and the 
hangings and the chapels, are not subject to. the discriminations 
of taste, but to the dictates of love ; they were lovely to their donors; 
what they may look like to others does not matter. This is a place 
where one is not for looking at the fabric and the decor but into 
the seeds of time and the heart of a mystery. As old-fashioned 
toys in a long-used nursery lie ignored as the younger children 
of the house busy themselves with their own immediate affairs, 
so the strange votive offerings accumulate all over the building, 
standing here, hanging there, but escape the critical attention.

The Revd. Fr. Eugene Hoade, O.F.M., says that the Greek Choir 
is decorated “ lavishly in the worst possible manner” . I would 
be prepared to go further and agree with George Jeffery in his 
architectural study of the Holy Sepulchre that “ there is probably 
not one item which could by any stretch of the definition be con
sidered a work o f art in the whole building ” (Greek or Latin) ; 
and though I regret with him the disappearance of “ a very great 
and adorable picture of Our Lady, a picture of S. John Baptist, 
and a third picture of Holy Gabriel her Bridesman,” described by 
the German pilgrim Theodoric in 1175, or the great painted ceiling 
where was represented “ Our Lord holding a cross in His right 
hand, bearing Adam in His left* looking royally up to heaven, 
with His left foot raised in a gigantic stride, His right still resting 
on the earth as He enters heaven, while the following stand around: 
His Mother, S. John Baptist, and all the Apostles,” this is all really 
nothing but distraction. What is interesting about the Greek 
Choir is not its taste but the small white marble hemisphere that 
stands in it to mark that centre of all worlds where the physical, 
the paraphysical and the eternal intersect. And what is arresting 
about the church itself is not the works of art that it contains or 
does not contain, but the emptiness of a tomb that was not able 
to contain.
This empty tomb, inside an edicule, hung about with lamps and 
ikons, with its fire-cracked marble slab, in the midst of the great
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grey shoredrup rotunda, hides a secret beyond the canons of art; 
There is nothing to see with the eye except tawdry trappings ; but 
the mind’s eye, the soul’s eye sees beyond the walls of the sepulchre 
with their marble casings, sees what can never be written in a book, 
the blood of the crucifix dripping down upon the head of Adam 
locked in the sleep of death in a cavern under Calvary, sees the 
Resurrection and the Life in the triumph of the New Jerusalem.

If you go up the steps to Calvary and join the Palestinian refugees 
to embrace the stock-hole of the Cross, and hear their pleading and 
their weeping and see their helpless desperation at the advance of 
the land-hungry Israelite from Poland ; and if you go down to 
the Chapel of Adam and see the vertical rent in the rock through 
which the blood of Christ is said to have flowed, you will know 
more of the desperation and violence of the first Good Friday 
than spiritual exercises might teach you in a lifetime.

On feasts of the True Cross it is possible to see the relic of the 
Very Cross that once stood on the summit of the rock. Calvary is 
above, the Chapel of Adam beneath, and through the long dark 
ambulatory and down a flight of steps to what remains of S. Helena’s 
foundation, and down again, is the cistern where the precious 
relics of the Cross were found in the early fourth century. The 
story is well known, how the vows, prayers, hopes and efforts of 
the pious Empress were realised in a forgotten, rubble-filled under
ground tank. How she built her great church to house her dis
covery, how the King of Persia carried off the relic in triumph and 
scorn, how the Emperor Heraclius recovered i t ; this is as much 
a part of the Christian chivalric tradition as the Quest of the Holy 
Grail or the Deeds of Charlemagne, and does not need to be retold. 
But always we have these same modest origins, however the story 
may end : a disused water tank, a stable grotto, a carpenter’s 
shop, a tomb in someone else’s garden : it is over these modest 
places that the great basilicas rise. .

But the great basilicas have risen and in their marble chapels 
and gloomy colonnades, it is difficult to imagine the scene as it was 
in the days of Christ. You can see from exposed fragments of the 
rock beneath the ponderous arches that there was once a hill, 
but how did it look like a skull ? Could a garden ever have flowered 
under this heavy pavement ? What did it look like under the sky ?

It is still possible to see something like it not very far away. If 
you leave the church and go out of the city by the Damascus Gate 
and turn up a lane off the main road outside, you will come to a
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large green door with the inscription in bold white capitals : 

THE GARDEN TOMB
THE TOMB WHEREIN /  THE BODY OF OUR LORD WAS LAID 

I AM THE RESURRECTION /  AND THE LIFE

Inside there is a  garden, laid out on several levels, planted with firs, 
olives, rosemary and mesybrianthemum, where the venerable 
scene seems exactly reproduced. The path leads past an ancient 
wine-vat, like some small waterless ornamental pool. The basin, 
perhaps eighteen inches deep, twelve feet long and five feet wide, 
is of roughly oval shape and an irregular groove runs across its 
stone floor to a catchpit — the vat — at the lower end. The use' 
of the wine-vat was simple. The owner of the garden (in this case 
perhaps Joseph of Arimathaea) picked the grapes that grew on the 
terraces, put them in the shallow basin, trod them out with bare 
feet, or set his children to tread them, until all the grapes were 
broken and the juice ran off down the groove into the vat. Then 
it was an easy matter to bail the liquid out and bottle it.

At the foot of the steps is a level rectangle on the surface of the 
underlying rock, and on the other side, cut in the cliff that bounds 
one end of the garden, there is a narrow door and a small roughly 
hewn window. This is the tomb. Or perhaps one should say a 
tomb, since like most other sites in the Holy City, its ascription 
and authenticity are disputed. To reach the threshold you have 
to step over a narrow strip of rock about a foot high masking a 
sloping groove. This is the slipway for the great circular stone 
that used to close the sepulchre. At the end of the channel still 
stands the block that prevented the stone from gathering impetus 
and rolling away into the garden. Despite the delicate balance 
of a well-shaped stone resting in a smooth groove, it must have 
been immensely heavy.

Inside, hollowed out of the rock, are two small chambers the 
size of children’s bedrooms, separated from each other by a ridge 
of rock reaching to knee level, and a modest iron paling painted 
an inoffensive green. The chamber farthest from the door contains 
three burial slabs a little below the level of the floor and flush with 
the walls, making three sides of a square. From the rock pillow 
the stone slopes gently down to the footrest at an angle that suggests 
repose rather than finality. Whether or not this is the tomb where 
never man was laid, you do not feel the terrors of death here..
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Indeed it is that horrid flatness of the sepulchral slab, here so 
remarkably absent, and the corresponding and unnatural flatness 
of the body laid out upon it, that give Blake’s pictures of death 
their peculiar horror and that confer on him that pre-eminence 
to the title of Painter of the Grave, unrivalled even by Philippe 
de Champaigne or Valdez Leal and the other grisly artists of the 
Post-Tridentine period, for all their scale-pans, grinning skulls, 
hourglasses, skeletons and putrefaction. It may be argued, of 
course, that by means of symbols these last painters were repre
senting the post-mortal condition of the soul, though their attention 
to the details of corruption would belie their professed indifference 
to the body ; but a case can be made out even more forcefully 
for Blake. His unmoving, lifeless draperies emphasise more than 
the rigid and lifeless corpse beneath them ; their utter immobility 
conveys by contrast and his genius that, though the body may 
be locked in the eternal rigours of death, the soul is elsewhere and 
at peace. With the Baroque artists, on the other hand, there is 
no apparent conviction that the soul is anywhere at all ; and 
in all probability this decaying bishop with his stained cerecloth 
and his mitre awry is literally all that is left of the bishop ; if there 
ever was a soul inside this image of decay, it has long since been 
whirled away, who knows where, by the terrible Baroque gales 
that flap the pompous draperies in unremitting frenzy.

But here there are no draperies, none of the paraphenalia of 
grave or cult. Only a little sunlight filtering through the window 
on to the pale rock and an ancient patriarchal cross painted roughly 
on the wall in Pompeian red, with the symbolic letters a l p h a  : 
om eg a  under its outspread arms and above, the cipher IC : xc. 
Nor, indeed, is there any sign that the tomb was ever occupied, 
and the grooves, sockets and ledges cut to hold the enclosing slabs 
of marble with their inscriptions and pious ornaments seem never 
to have been used. Here you may sit on a spindly garden chair 
in the ante-chamber and ponder the Passion of C hrist; or think 
of General Gordon standing on the city walls early one morning 
in 1882 and identifying Golgotha as a curious cliff overlooking 
what is now a transport yard and a sawmill, of how he dug his 
exploratory ditch and how he discovered the tomb ; you may 
revolve in your mind the conflicting opinions of Biblical scholars 
and archaeologists, of Catholics and Protestants ; the evidences 
of an early crusader church ; the recent finding of the w inevat; 
you may walk to the door and bend down and prove for yourself
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that from outside you can see only that part of the grave where 
the shroud would lie, and you may verify for yourself how, from 
the door, the low rock partition makes it impossible to see the 
pillow where the napkin might have lain until you enter the tomb 
again ; you may consider the testimony of the Warden of the 
place, that within easy reach of Jerusalem these conditions do not 
obtain in any other family mausoleum of the Judaeo-Roman period ; 
you may consider the crucial problem of the position of the city 
walls in the days of Pontius Pilate, whether they lay on the hither 
side or within the present walls of Suleiman the Magnificent; 
and you may consider whether your immediate prejudice in favour 
of the site does not rest on the illustrated Bible you had when you 
were young, and whether those illustrations were not perhaps 
based upon Gordon’s discovery, and whether in fact you are not 
merely identifying the Garden Tomb where you are sitting with 
the Garden Tomb as seen long ago through the eyes of an 
evangelical illustrator. But if you are not of a speculative mind, 
you will probably just sit and enjoy the complete peace of the 
garden — with the courts of the Dome of the Rock and the library 
of the Ecole Biblique, one of the only three peaceful places in Arab 
Jerusalem — looking at the flowers, watching the lizards and 
shadows playing across the rock ; but I defy even the most case- 
hardened traveller to sit five minutes in this pleasant state without 
casting his eye towards the dark shadow in the doorway of the 
tomb. Whatever its history, in some mysterious way it seizes 
on the imagination.

Yet, even in this delightful place, there is a little drop of gall 
in store for the man of goodwill as he is on the point of leaving. 
Framed by postcards and pamphlets at the door, a notice advises 
the traveller that the Garden Tomb Association purchased the 
site “ to preserve it on the one hand from desecration and on the 
other from superstitious uses”. Innocently I asked what this 
might mean.

“ We don’t encourage the local people here,” said the Warden. 
“ If they see any flowers they pick them. They look and see if 
you’re watching them, and pick them as soon as your back is turned. 
Europeans, they’re all right. They look at the flowers and let them 
alone. But if we let the Arabs in, we shouldn’t have any flowers 
left.” How hard the British can be!

The implications of “ superstitious uses ” must be quite clear 
to anyone however distantly acquainted with the polemics of the
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Reformation.
So, even in this garden, sectarianism rears its fanatic head, 

where the Warden, rather than countenance the claims of the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre by so much as pronouncing its name, 
refers to it as “ the other place” . While the official Catholic 
guide book, which naturally champions the rights of the Basilica, 
scathingly retorts : “ The Garden Tomb is the property of an 
English Society. General Gordon of Khartum fame discovered 
the place in 1882. A very few people believe the place contains 
the Sepulchre of Christ. On the south side of the hill are some 
cavities which Gordon fancied to resemble the human physiognomy. 
Tradition and archaeology absolutely oppose Gordon’s theory 
and most people look upon the tomb as the last in the nearby 
cemetery. Those who may be interested. . .  etc., etc.”  The 
sarcasm in “ an ”  (unnamed) “ English Society ” (the author is an 
Irishman) ; the scornful italics ; the choice of the words “ a  very 
few,” “ fancied,” and “ physiognomy ” ; and the final “ those who
may be interested----- ” after such derision, who would dare consult
a pamphlet by Ernest Tatham Richmond entitled The Sites o f  the 
Crucifixion and the Resurrection, and ever face the steely blue eye9 
of Fr. Eugene Hoade, O.F.M., again ?

Two places claiming to enshrine the same thing could scarcely 
be more sharply contrasted : the Garden, with its groggy birdbath 
and suburban rockeries and crazy pavings round the winevat: 
with its combative guardian who fiercely believes that the Arab 
occupation from a d  637 to 1948 confers a worse title to the pos
session of Palestine than Saul’s erection of a semi-savage and short
lived kingdom early in the Second Iron Age : this Garden where 
it is actually quiet enough to hear the birds singing, with the light 
and the wind and the shadows and a silent undecorated tomb that 
may or may not bear witness to an event that divided the world ; 
and the Church', with its unsightly steel girders supporting the walls 
from the effects of a severe earthquake, with its gloom, its hundred 
well-smoked pictures, its stations, its relics, its gold and silver 
and brass reminding one willy-nilly of Chaucer’s “ pigges bones ” 
housed in impressive latoun : its unfamiliar priests who un- 
nervingly bear down upon one, censing and chanting in splendid 
vestments and brass stage crowns. Shrines, and more than shrines, 
the Garden and the Church stand as interpretative types of the two 
great communions that revere them. The Garden is clear, clean, 
peaceful and free as the soul’s relationship to God, but a faint odour
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of secularism emanates from its crazy paving. The Church, filled 
with the accumulated trash and treasures of centuries, is first and 
foremost Imperial.

In the Garden there are noticeboards about desecration and 
superstitious uses, and a particularly prominent one saying :

THIS IS CONSECRATED GROUND 
VISITORS ARE REQUESTED NOT TO SMOKE .
MEN ARE ASKED TO REMOVE THEIR HATS

and an atmosphere of embarrassment is generated by the snapping 
of American camera shutters ; so that although it is possible to 
meditate, perhaps, and undoubtedly to speculate, it might be 
bad form to pray.

In the Church, with its jumble and noise, its comings and goings 
of excited pilgrims with devotional bric-a-brac to be blessed by a 
Latin, Greek, Armenian or Coptic father, there are no noticeboards 
requesting visitors not to smoke, or asking men to remove their 
hats ; and what few inscriptions remain legible, through the murk 
and the accretions of time, are in languages that only the church- 
scholar can understand. It is not easy to meditate or speculate 
in such an ecclesiastical Wonderland. But the people who throng 
this theatre of mysteries weep, gesticulate and pray with the un
inhibited vehemence of those who play each an individual role 
in the Divine, rock-shattering, Tragedy.

In the Garden one is at the mercy of the Warden, in much the 
same way as a Protestant congregation must endure the vagaries 
of its minister. And, just as some vicars, convinced perhaps of 
the imminent end of the world, will torment their people with 
sermon after sermon on the mysteries of the Book of Daniel, so 
in the Garden the Warden will settle down to a one-man argument 
on rival claims, city walls, Josephus, the Arab Legion, the Rabbis, 
the Hittites and General Gordon.

In the Church, on the other hand, whatever the priests are about, 
it is quite clear that they ate not in the least interested in argument, 
or in weighing the merits of rival Holy Places, with the casual 
comer. It would take a bold man to stop one of these severe 
crowned heirarchs and ask him his opinion on the authenticity 
of “ the other place
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CHARLES MORGAN BURNS HIS FINGERS

by ROY WALKER

ON THE DAY the British Government issued a White Paper 
announcing atomic weapons for the Royal Air Force a new 

play debating the human problems arising from this sort of triumph 
of mind over matter and morals was presented in the West End 
of London. This is such an extraordinary and welcome phenom
enon in the English commercial theatre that one is strongly tempted 
to move a heartfelt vote of thanks to the author and the manage
ment and let well alone. For if the Churches have eschewed 
politics in the higher interests of spiritual unity among the con
gregation, the theatres usually avoid alienating any section o f 
the paying public for more material reasons. Who else but 
Bernard Shaw — and it is an article of faith that he wrote not 
dramas but stage debates — would have chosen as themes for the 
contemporary theatre a conflict of love and duty arising from 
preparation for war (The Flashing Stream, 1938), the psychological 
consequences of killing a comrade in war, (The River Line, 1952) 
and the temptations of unlimited power for war or peace, (The 
Burning Glass, 1954) ?

The continuity of theme in Charles Morgan’s three plays is 
reflected in the three-word pattern of their titles and the common 
associations of the key-words — stream, river, glass ; flashing, 
burning — but the difference of tone between the first title and 
the latest is ominous of a transition from the splendid to the sinister. 
In both these plays the protagonist is a scientist involved with 
armaments. In The Flashing Stream he is an embodiment of 
single-mindedness, rather optimistically equated with purity o f 
heart as expressed in the sixth beatitude. Are “ pu re” science 
and pure-heartedness necessarily and always identical ? In The 
Burning Glass he is seized by the apprehension that what seemed 
pure science is the modem mode of diabolic temptation, with 
explicit reference to the fourth chapter of Luke. The River Line 
also has its Biblical keynote, which is echoed in The Burning Glass,
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and which shows the author’s growing consciousness of spiritual 
dilemma. We are to render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s 
and to God the things that are God’s. Do we in this age “ of 
the penetration of violence into all men’s thought ” any longer 
see clearly the distinction between God and Caesar ? All three 
plays are conflicts of love and duty brought about by different 
military situations, and The Burning Glass is best approached 
through some consideration of the two preceding plays.

The conflict of love and duty is least complex, though not 
necessarily least profound, in The Flashing Stream. In a race 
against time to perfect an aerial torpedo that will pursue enemy 
aircraft, a mathematician and the woman who shares his work 
and reciprocates his love must defer personal passion to give their 
best efforts to the task that the world lays on them. In the dilemma 
of Antony, Ferrers may not count the world well lost for love ; 
it is not his world to lose. Or perhaps the better comparison is 
with Tasso’s crusader who must resist the seductions of his enchant
ress until the campaign is over, for the cause is not a “ worldly ” 
cause but the temporal form taken by the disinterested search for 
truth — in this case not spiritual but scientific truth. The Flashing 
Stream not only states but symbolises the dilemma. There are 
two keys to the Control Room, both of which must be used at once. 
Ferrers carries one and Karen the other. A moment comes when 
he speaks to her of his feelings. When he turns back to his all- 
important work the second key is missing. He is cut off from the 
Control Room, from the exercise of his highest intellectual faculties, 
until she can restore it to him.

In his preface to the play, Charles Morgan courageously but 
perilously attempts to restate this traditional moral dilemma in 
terms compatible with modern psychological assumptions. He 
effectively scorns as meaningless the cult of sexual promiscuity, 
but does not condemn the love affair that is a genuine personal 
relationship. This should logically raise the question of whether 
protracted sexual abstinence in the continued presence of the 
loved one may not be more disruptive of single-mindedness than 
a  controlled display of affection. Mr. Morgan evades this 
question. The play presents the alternatives of total repression 
and a passionate orgy and vindicates the choice of the former. 
The fact is, of course, that modern “ realistic ” psychology is in 
conflict with the older ethical absolutism. It would take the 
Puritan stamina of Bernard Shaw to vindicate and vitalise the
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latter in a modern play, as one may see in Shaw’s criticism of Antony 
and Cleopatra or in his play Pygmalion. Charles Morgan’s 
attempted synthesis issues in a rather implausible account o f human 
motives and behaviour.

As to the duty, Mr. Morgan was already uneasy. “ Our folly 
is not greater than our forefathers’ ” he wrote in the preface to 
The Flashing Stream, “ but the instruments of our folly are more 
destructive ; our civilisation is equipped for suicide as theirs was 
not, and stands in instant peril.” His scientist does not question 
whether or not, this being so, he should add further weapons to 
that armoury. But at least he does so without any utopian 
illusions. “ Large numbers of people, will live a few years longer. 
I doubt if that’s a service to the world if they don’t know how to 
live at all.” His motive is not even that disenchanted humanitarian- 
ism, it is not people who matter but knowledge of reality, whatever 
men may do with it. “ What he does care about — as an artist 
cares about his art — is mathematical truth. That is absolute. 
That’s religion.” The analogy is, of course, insensitive. What
ever else art and religion may be they are not devices for the 
destruction of human beings, and it is obvious that the latter raise 
moral problems of a quite different order.

In any case, the dilemma of love and duty in The Flashing Stream 
is almost accidental ; the fable does not sufficiently integrate the 
conflict implicit in the underlying theme. The two subsequent 
plays each take a main element of The Flashing Stream to a deeper 
level, the relationship of Mars and Venus becomes more intricate. 
The River Line is not concerned with scientists and armaments. 
Like the personal problem of Ferrers and Karen, the situation of 
Philip and Valerie might have arisen in any war, it is a perennial 
moral problem. In The Flashing Stream Ferrers has been in
directly responsible for the death of Karen’s brother, his previous 
associate in the work, who was killed in one of the earlier experi
ments. In The River Line Philip has killed Valerie’s brother in the 
war, in the mistaken belief that he is an enemy spy. Where Ferrers 
and Karen had only to wait a few months for the fulfilment of their 
mutual love, what has happened in the war lies directly between 
Philip and Valerie. This story illustrates a broad theme, defined 
in a preface to the play as transcending the Age of Violence. 
Transcendence is primarily embodied in the character of Heron, 
the brother who is stabbed to death by the young American, one 
of those mentioned in the preface to The Flashing Stream who are
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inwardly at peace even in battle, of whom the archetype is named 
as the Prince Arjuna of the Bhagavad Gita. It is perhaps significant 
that the instance is from an extra-European scripture, and that 
Morgan’s interpretation of it is the contrary of Gandhi’s. For the 
logical consequence of Heron’s acceptance of “ loss without losing ”  
is the pacific non-attachment of Aldous Huxley, or — to take a 
military example — the withdrawal from war of Max Plowman. 
In the denouement it is the freely forgiving spirit of the dead Heron, 
possessing the personality of his sister, that lifts the dark shadows 
between the lovers.

Philip : But I killed him.
Valerie : No, my dear, you did not. You could not. There 

is peace between us and him.
On these lines the final curtain falls. It will be seen that the 
author has not solved but dissolved his problem. It is not cynical 
to observe that not everyone can count on killing another Arjuna, 
or on the posthumous pardon of his victim. The argument really 
leads to a reductio ad absurdum, that the only men one dares to 
kill are the saints and saviours, Socrates, Gandhi, Christ. Nor 
has the fact that a man has been killed in good faith, although in 
tragic error, any wide relevance to transcending the age of violence. 
If Heron had been a spy, as Philip supposed, and an unforgiving 
enemy, he would still have been the brother of the girl his killer 
wished to marry and nobody, I suppose, except perhaps Sartre, 
would suggest that in this case no crisis in personal relationships 
need arise.

Charles Morgan side-stepped the problem of sexual frustration 
in The Flashing Stream, and that of the Christian commandments 
not to kill, and to love one’s enemies, in The River Line. In The 
Burning Glass he evades the atomic problem that his play raises. 
That it is the atomic problem, or rather the moral dilemma arising 
from the development of weapons of this magnitude, both play 
and preface make explicit:

Christopher : Isn’t it true that many who were working on 
the atomic bomb prayed that some principle might emerge which 
should make the thing for ever and ever impossible ?

Prime Minister : That is true.
Christopher : Were they right or wrong ?
Prime Minister : They were right in hoping that Providence 

would refuse them that gross power. But Providence did not 
refuse it to them — or to you. The problem stands.
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Christopher : I am not shirking it.
The reference to the attitude of atomic scientists is from the official 
publication Atomic Energy, and it is quoted in an essay that Charles 
Morgan published in his Liberties o f the Mind (1951). There too 
he clearly expressed his misgivings about even the positive uses of 
such power :

The atomic bomb is feared, but as yet only the bomb. Enough- 
of the fetichistic idea of progress survives to conceal the truth 
that the peril of nuclear physics consists in the disproportion of 
its power to the wisdom of mankind and that this disproportion 
remains whether the power is used to make a bomb or to drive 
a machine. Atomic power is potentially a thousand industrial 
revolutions compressed into the time-space of a few months. 
I t  is not pessimism but common-sense to foresee that its civil 
uses may result in an intolerable distortion of life on earth for 
which mankind is economically, politically and spiritually unfit. 
The need to understand and take measures against this threat 
of civil distortion is as imperative as the need to keep the bomb 
in its cage. Only the highest and most selfless authority, perhaps 
American, can bring it home to the mind of the world. 
American ? In The Burning Glass too there is no mention of 

the United Nations, or any imaginary supra-national authority. 
It is the Prime Minister of England and the President of the United 
States who will hold the world in awe with the aid, in dire emergency, 
of the instruments that can focus solar heat on the earth’s surface. 
The problem in the play is not who shall have the power — it is 
complacently taken for granted that only Anglo-Saxons are fit 
for it — but whether to give the power at all, and if so for what 
purposes ? Charles Morgan sees this as a novel question for a 
scientist to face. In the preface he imagines his protagonist saying, 
“ Never communicate it to anyone ? No man of science has ever 
killed power.” In the play the same scientist exclaims, “ Science 
has never yet kept back its knowledge”. Christopher Terriford 
does not seem aware that Leonardo da Vinci knew a method 
of remaining for a long time under water, but refused to tell of it 
because of “ the evil nature of man ”. But new or not the problem 
is real enough, and the play heightens it by imagining a new source 
of overwhelming natural power, the secret of which is known to 
no other person but the scientist, and which almost certainly can 
never be independently developed by anyone else. At the same 
time this fictitious assumption by-passes the real situation, in which
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atomic power has been developed by rival Great Powers and is 
already at the disposal of their political leaders.

This situation was foreseen on the London stage just over twenty 
years ago, in a play that might well be revived now. Wings Over 
Europe, by Robert Nichols and Maurice Browne, was cheered in 
New York when it was produced by the Theatre Guild at the end 
of 1928. When it was presented at the Globe Theatre in London 
in the spring of 1932, The Times’ notice, which was probably written 
by Charles Morgan, was very favourable. Not only was this 
effective drama, “ the problem is established in reality. . .  con
sidered as a note on philosophy, (the play) has more than a little 
to recommend it ” and it was “ admirably performed ” . Its theme 
was substantially, though not circumstantially, that of The Burning 
Glass, with the position of the Prime Minister and the scientist 
reversed. Here it was the Shelleyan young scientist who was 
determined to reveal his discovery of the means of exploiting 
atomic energy to the world through the medium of the British 
Cabinet, and the Prime Minister and his colleagues who wanted 
the secret destroyed because they feared that mankind would 
abuse it. In The Burning Glass the Prime Minister demands the 
formula and the scientist refuses to impart his knowledge, 
although he will lend his skill in military emergencies.

Christopher Terriford is inspired, not with Shelleyan optimism 
about humanity, but with Tennysonian apprehensions (this line of 
Tennyson’s is quoted in the essay I have already mentioned in 
Charles Morgan’s Liberties of the Mind) of “ a mighty wave of 
evil passing over the world ”. Terriford — one might almost 
read Terrified — shares the dread which Mr. Morgan expresses 
in his preface to the play, that daemonic forces are using this new 
strategy of power over nature to destroy mankind body and soul. 
Christopher in the countryside (nothing of wider significance is 
added to his dilemma by a brief sojourn in “ enemy” custody) 
becomes Christ in the wilderness, and the moral is to resist tempta
tion— or at least part of it. The really horrifying thing about 
The Burning Glass is that it proposes to put the destructive use of 
its weapon into the hands of national politicians — “ That gives 
us absolute mastery ” says the Prime Minister — in emergencies for 
war purposes, but to prevent any application of the power for 
constructive purposes in time of peace — and that neither the 
author nor his protagonist see this conclusion as more Satanic than 
the burning glass itself. One does not deny all the dangers inherent
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in the release in human society of vast new powers for which we 
are neither mentally nor morally ready. But the possibility that 
a global revolution in standards of living might make international 
warfare obsolete must obviously be weighed, and the play does 
not consider it. Instead it preaches, as Christianity for our time, 
that we can assume the responsibility for using power destructively 
against our fellow-men — the “  enemy ” capital and its population 
is to be wiped out at nightfall rather than risk allowing them to 
extort the secret from the kidnapped scientist, there is to be “ pre
ventive ” war rather than shared power —• but not the responsibility 
for using it constructively to help one another. That is where the 
ambiguity of Heron’s military “ non-attachment ” in The River 
Line has .'finally led its well-meaning author. If Carl Zuckmayer 
recently showed us rather more of the devil’s general than he 
intended, by canonising a devout saboteur, Charles Morgan has 
now inadvertently done a similar service for the devil’s back-room 
boy. He has told Satan to get behind him, and Satan has taken 
advantage of that position to give him a good push. If  one took 
the artistic omen seriously as a revelation of moral chaos at the 
heart of Western civilisation there would be little ground for hope 
of the future. And must we not take it seriously ? The world has 
so far done with atomic energy very much what Terriford proposes 
to do with the burning glass and what Leonardo da Vinci feared 
from “ the evil nature of man ”. Nations have tried unsuccessfully 
to keep the secret and are concentrating on military potential in 
the shape of atomic stock-piles while allowing less sinister uses of 
atomic energy to wait. At the end of the play the impossibility 
of keeping the scientific secret is admitted. One man can operate 
only one machine at one time on this basis :

Prime Minister : Then answer me three questions. I f  these 
creatures should swarm out against us, is the Burning Glass 
available to us ?

Christopher : Yes.
Prime Minister : Will you arrange, as you did before, that it 

shall be available in the event of your death — or absence ?
Christopher : Yes.
Prime Minister : Will you now make corresponding arrange

ments that if you, or this place, fails, the setting shall be available 
for use on Machine Six in the United States ?

Christopher : In war, yes.
Prime Minister : A last question. In peace ?
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Christopher : No.
And this, incidentally, drains of all wide relevance the episode of 

the suicide of Terriford’s partner, who has come to know the 
formula and fears that he may inadvertently disclose it. Wings 
Over Europe faced the situation in which, even if one scientist dies 
with the secret — he is shot when he threatens to destroy the world 
— it will be discovered almost simultaneously elsewhere, which 
has proved to be a historically accurate forecast.

It is interesting to see what happens to this play of Charles 
Morgan’s in performance. (It was a neat idea of somebody’s to 
stage it at the Apollo Theatre for this “ celestial flame-thrower ” 
is, as the Prime Minister says, “ Apollo’s Burning Glass ” and one 
derived a spark of symbolic comfort in the theatre from the orna
mental phoenixes which show life reborn from the flames). The 
scientist and his wife — they share the formula somewhat as 
Ferrers and Karen shared the keys in The Flashing Stream — go 
for very little — a fact that is not entirely due to disappointing 
casting. Drama is action, and it is difficult, even on the purely 
theatrical level, to warm to a  Prometheus who won’t call down 
domestic fire in case he burns his fingers, a sanctimonious Icarus 
who won’t fly in case his wax wings melt in the sun. The Prime 
Minister, who thinks you can do anything with solar heat except 
sit on it and, knowing his Bible as he says, probably sees no reason 
why he should not have the same military advantages as Joshua, 
for whom the sun stood still, walks away with the show. This is 
not entirely due to the fact that Mr. Laurence Naismith, who 
presided so cleverly over the Shavian Cabinet in the last revival of 
The Apple Cart, heads the Morgan government in his most masterful 
manner.
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ENCOUNTER  AND TH E L O N D O N  

M AG A ZIN E

THIRTIES, I SAY UNTO THEE, ARISE!

'T 'HE BANNER HEADLINES, the retouched photographs 
■*- outside the theatre, the women mobled in ermine lifting their 

trains as they simper into the foyer, the sympathetic celebrities, we 
know these symptoms of the final, positively final reappearance, 
the gallant attem pt: “ She played Peter Pan, Spot, when I was 
still a junior at Abbot’s Hill ” ; the stout mother braces her own 
shoulders the more bravely for the bravery of the thickened star. 
Mistinguette, or Vicente Escudero, we wish them well.

But theatrical revivals usually repeat the long dead triumph ; 
or rarely, since Gloria Swansons are not found everywhere, they 
parody it. Rash would it be for the Wagnerian tenor to revisit 
Brighton singing Roger Quilter, or for the Shakespearian hero 
to play the lead in French Without Tears.

“ There are no ‘ Keep Out ’ notices hung up in front of The 
London Magazine : except for those who in their writing put 
political propaganda — or any other kind of propaganda — before 
art, and those who should never have strayed into the fields of 
literature at all.”

Sic the placard in Mr. Lehmann’s foyer : and to my mind, the 
one interesting sentence in the first issue of The London Magazine. 
(Yes, I know there is a message from Mr. Eliot, in which he calls 
himself, forty years after Prufrock, “ an elderly man of letters,” 
and rains blessings on the Benefit Performance ; but still, a 
youthful man of letters who admires the early Wordsworth—  
need he pretend interest in the Sonnets on Capital Punishment ?). 
The second part of the placard is merely platitudinous ; like 
saying, no one will dance in my ballet who does not know how to 
dance ; we all agree. But the first part, that explains the rest of 
the magazine. For while the star cast is the star cast of the ’30s 
(consult the list of reviewers, any who fear new names) they are 
performing in a melodrama where the lilt may be much the same 
( White Horse Inn vintage) but the drama has gone, gone utterly, 
a terrible dullness is born.

Have I the right to speak about the ’30s ? I was learning mensa 
mensa mensam the day Hitler came to power. When the Rhine
land was reoccupied, my chief desire was that rain should stop 
games, so my friend and I  could get on with our novel about
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Anglesey, which neither of ns had visited. (It never rained enough ; 
the novel died on the second five page chapter ; our other resource,, 
getting out of bed in the night and standing on the cold hearth, 
gave us colds and respite from football, but did not advance our 
story.) At the time of the Anschluss, adolescence gave me a sudden 
interest in sex and poetry ; the geography of Europe seemed 
remote. And yet, it intruded. There was a master one armistice 
day at my suburban prep school who said, after the portentous 
silence, back in the Latin class : “ It is a mockery, this celebration 
of the dead, while new war is being prepared ” . He spoke with the 
quick vehemence of one who fears a militant headmaster. An 
earnest child, I took this to heart. A few years later, during the 
war, when I  had decided that he was right, war was against the 
teaching of Christ, and this war particularly, with communism as 
an ally, and had refused military service, I wrote to him. I told 
him that I had never forgotten what he said. Disapproved of by 
so many, I who had admired him now sought his encouragement.
I did not get it. He replied : “ I think you are wrong. Russia 
may not be churchianity, but communism is everyday Christianity 
in action ”. Again, at Haileybury, some of the masters wore red 
ties, bought Peace News or Russia Today ; films of the Dnieper 
Dam or the Spanish Republic were shown to the massed children 
of the bourgeoisie. I refused to join the O.T.C., turned to W. H. 
Auden and New Writing for spiritual invigoration. (There is a 
pathetic letter from a young boy in Birmingham in the second 
number of The London Magazine : “ Today I  have purchased the 
first number o f The London Magazine, an event for which I  have 
eagerly waited. And tonight I  have read it from cover to cover.. . .  
Next Thursday I  have to go in the Army.. . .” Except for the word 
“ purchase ” and the acquiescence in conscription, it could have 
been me.) Fairly erudite even then, well drilled in the beauties 
of Sophocles and Cantullus, I did not open New Writing for its 
aesthetics. (Did anyone ?) I knew quite well that the best poetry 
of Marlowe or Virgil was not going to be made obsolete by anything 
from Mr. Spender’s typewriter. I did not mind what motives 
drove these good-looking young men, whose photographs were 
published, into the fields of literature. (Mr. Spender has since 
been remarkably frank on this score.) I was more interested in 
what they had to say, particularly, and increasingly, about politics. 
Lascelles Abercombie might translate Dante well ; these mirrored 
the agony of the ’30s. They were, without contradiction, the 
voices of their time. They were all propagandists. As the Repub
lican part of Spain was squeezed smaller and smaller, I lay awake 
at night, fantasising about how I could help it. When Barcelona 
fell, I openly wept, and was beaten up by the reactionary children 
in my houseroom for doing so : their fathers had told them that 
Franco was all right. We chose modern plays for play-reading and 
quarrelled violently with housemasters who wanted us to read 
Hasson. I was fifteen when the war started, and the voices stopped.
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The overwhelming question had arrived, and it was answered, 
not by intelligent dramatic individuals, but by the monolithic and 
unintelligent state. Horizon was born, the clear challenging; 
certainties of the ’30s were dead. From them on, I  had to think, 
not emotionalise, to check each step I took, to question each 
assumption, to analyse each attitude. I  studied Marxism, without 
optimism ; Fascism, without hysteria. The war years, the greyest 
years in English history, choked everyone, like the train smoke 
which covers the grass at Crewe ; the greyness, the feeling tha t 
people could no longer affect things, by selling Peace News or 
Action, that is the cause for the mass tum  to sex — at least in 
bodily thrustings to assert the individual.

But these people, the bright young men of Mr. Norris Changes 
Trains, of Trial o f  a Judge, of Auden’s Spain, these parlour pinks 
with half their rouge off, cannot come back now and begin again 
where they left off, but without the propaganda. Or they can 
only do so with massive finance behind them (the Daily Mirror, 
a yeast firm in America) and the sickening knowledge that they 
will have the success of a government hand-out, that is, they will 
not fold up because of lack of money, but no one will read them 
with any great interest. We dare not criticise them for getting, 
older. But we can and must point out to our Shelleys and Keats- 
who have not died that they show no signs of having that quite 
different equipment of the pure artist, the equipment of a Mallarme 
or a Yeats, which could have carried them on.

This is the perennial danger of the young “ poetic ” p o e t: that 
his persona as poet is more remarkable than his poetry. Wise 
poets die young. Or cease writing. Or deepen and develop. 
It is madness for a middle-aged Shelley to go on with the same 
group of friends, in the same vein, but without the argumentative 
fire and quarrelsome selfrighteousness that once distinguished him : 
It may lead to a radical assessment of his early work as well as 
to boredom with his later.

How much better for their reputations (if sadder for their 
families) if the brave young poets and writers who lectured for 
Spain had died there too ! But whistling at the body of their 
youth, reciting all spells, inviting all splendid audiences, using 
new type face and lavish advertisement, pedagoguing in all the 
phrases of the day, will not revive the corpse of the ’30s and make 
it dance. Both Mr. Spender and Mr. Lehmann are too far from 
the Palestine of the Gospels to bring the sleeper back to life.

D.S.
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POETRY 1954

IN THIS, the second number of its second year, The European 
initiates a feature which will regularly find a place in these 

pages. A periodic collection of verse is, we think, the most 
satisfactory method of presentation : the custom followed by many 
journals of floating solitary poems (with an occasional scanty 
pair or trio), even when not too flagrantly conscripted as “ fillers,” 
tends to reduce the senior art to the status of an entr’acte, a  dubiously 
desirable bon-bon, or a prophylactic.

If we can find any evidence to counter the bureaucratic con
viction, so tirelessly and unctuously repeated, that we live in a 
period of “ non-creativity” and “ consolidation,” or to silence 
those who proliferate such phrases as frames of reference,” 
"  climate of opinion ” and “ the crisis of our time,” we shall be 
satisfied that our optimism was well founded.

Roughly speaking, 1910 marked the beginning of the great 
technical overhaul of the English language as a medium of poetic 
expression. Mr. Ezra Pound, ably backed up by Mr. Eliot, made 
a  new English capable of a wider range of interpretation than ever 
before. By 1930, while Mr. E. E. Cummings was exploring the 
limits of the new territory opened up, Mr. Auden had appeared. 
The latter, fortified by the example of certain elements in The 
Waste Land, reinstated subject matter (social comment and the 
social conscience) largely absent from English poetry since the 
eighteenth century. This preoccupation with society, at once 
misleadingly practical and ultimately superficial, logically provoked 
the neo-romantic reaction of 1940 onwards.

Since 1950 it has been faintly discernible that the younger poets, 
scared by the frigidities which so frequently marked the new 
romanticism, have been casting about for a  subtler and more 
profound orientation to what we might call “ otherness ” . Now
adays, everybody, particularly if he happens to be a scientist, 
dutifully talks of spiritual values, and each repetition more 
resoundingly testifies to their absence : if they exist anywhere it 
is in the modest and delicate diction of a few poets both here and 
in the United States.
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We make no claims whatever for the contributions here pre
sented except to say that in one or two instances there appear to 
be signs of the trend we have indicated.

Lastly, in order that we may carry out our intention of regularly 
offering a selection of verse at approximate intervals of four months, 
we adjure all who see these pages to come forward with any evidence 
they possess in support of our belief that poetry is still alive.

PETER WHIGHAM

CONKER AVENUE

I must start with the red road of the avenue,
And the chestnut trees on either side.
The stars turn on their axes
And the leaves fall and now the tops of tall trees
Like broomsticks sorrowfully brush, the sky.

And I  ?
In the morning and at the evening 
Walk regularly along the red road of the avenue 
With the chestnut trees upon either side 
And the two lines of black fencework beyond.
Upon the one hand there is an orchard 
And on the other landskip and scape dip.
Wrinkle and roll, fold and unfold 
To far away tree-crested hills of chalk.
In the orchard, where hangs a solitary apple 
Glued to a twig (the crimson heart of the wood) 
Symmetrical bunches and balls of mud-coloured twigs 
Riddled with the grey sunlight of a  winter’s afternoon 
Top the twisted trunks of the apple trees.

Between the landscape and the orchard 
With the chestnut trees upon either side 
The avenue runs from the school — of green cupolas 
And crenellated turrets stamped on a dirty sky—
To a house. . .  a little house. .
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Here are the great gates with the heraldic birds 
Claw foot, carved beak and feathered stone,
Poised above a tracery of wrought ironwork 
Phoenix or Griffin posing the question,
A-level with the brushwork of the trees 
Posed, poised, ? resolving the answer,
At the red road’s hesitant pause.

Thus, through the morning and the evening of the four
, seasons

As the stars turn and the leaves fall 
I walk along the red road of the avenue 
And these are the images through which I move.
And now I have come to my chief difficulty 
The difficulty of writing at all.
It is of these images, these beads — coloured balls —
I would make my radiant node or cluster,
But the tenuous thread frays
And the bright bead balls splay, fall, out into darkness 
Silently.

(The chestnut trees sprout candles in the spring.
In spring weather the white candles of the chestnuts 
Light me my way. . ,

Is it alone in the starless reaches of the soul that things
cohere ?

I will fix in a timeless pattern
Bare dry irreducible facts
Let the mute birds (enigmatic guardians)
Hang by the gates in motionless flight 
Let the crimson fruit be a-glow in a winter’s day 
Let the cupolas Be — the turrets — the taller trees 
Let tall trees slide sadly under a low sky.
Let others be moved, as I am moved by these things.
I walk by the red road.
The chestnut trees glide past me, one by one.
The red soil moves beneath my feet.
I  strive with intuitive vision 
To pierce haphazard juxtaposition.
And rumours of the heart assail me.
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TO APHRODITE

Hestia will tend my fire
And Hermes the ways about my house.

Rose and myrtle and poppy fall towards the sea.
The small waves come and go on the sand.

I  have watched the white breasted swan parting the waters 
I  have seen the swallow disentangling in flight its shadow.

Rose-blown, sea-born of Cerigo,
Apple queen, ■ •

Myrtle-wreathed,
Thou, heavy with dreams at the corn season.

Hestia tendeth my fire
And Hermes the ways about my house.
Your statue stands

to the seaward
Where rose and myrtle and poppy fall towards the sea, 
Where the small waves smile in your countenance, 
Where the small waves dance upon the sand.
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DENIS GOACHER

COSMOS

Before the fire, attending
what,

Below the stars, offending

Behind a mask, pretending
which,

Beneath his heart he
whom,

waits for God.

Beguiled with what, astride
. , the vault.

Ashamed of whom, amid
-p , , ,  the winds,
Betrayed by which, against
a , . the sun.
Amazed with all, He

waits for man.

Beyond the moon, behind a

Constrained by dying, tlm6’
He turns His eyes.
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THE SQUARE

Chime in the mist from a tall red tower 
And what strange movement in my mind do I

hear ?
Dank slippered stillness, oily paths, thin

trees,
But three motes of memory hover enigmatically.

Is it sorrow, passing envy, haunting in this
saffron light ?

Bundled lovers, praying dumbly, seeking, pleading,
far from near,

Who can help them, save, forfend them ?
No, not envy, paltry sorrow ; flitting falsehoods

thrive by night.

This is godhead, mute, incumbent, monstrant in
the steaming square,

Casques of mist, a heavenly sanction, crown each
fervent secular prayer

Yearning Dualists, hushed, in wonder, unfrocked trees
and patient grass

Pierce the cope, transcend the tower, ten chimes proclaim
this hour propends,

A timeless rapt fortuity.
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ALAN NEAME

MAY IN TOWN

The almond navies 
& plum armadas 
rock on the choppy waters 
of flooded gutters

Their flagship a cherry petal 
their doldrums & rapids 
pothole & drainhole Wet 
all their colours

Their Scylla a sandbar 
Charybdis an eddy 
vortex & reef wreck 
many a-many

Their Symplegades
macadamised pebbles 
catch & capsise 
in arrowy ripples

Their Arethusa

Their Arethusa
through some grating-mouth 
sweeps their confused flotilla 
into the dark earth. . .
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EDWIN MORGAN
THE SEAFARER

This verse is my voice, it is no fable,
I tell of my travelling, how in hardship 

. I have often suffered laborious days,
Endured in my breast the bitterest cares,
Explored on shipboard sorrow’s abodes,
The welter and terror of the waves. There 
The grim night-vigil has often found me 
At the prow of the boat when gripped by the cold 
It noses and knocks along the cliffs.
There my feet were fettered by frost,
With chains of zero, and the cares were whistling 
Keen about my heart, and hunger within me 
My sea-weary mind had tom  apart.
The theme is strange to the happy man 
Whose life on earth exults and flourishes,
How I lived out a winter of wretchedness 
Wandering exiled on the ice-cold sea,
Bereft of my friends, harnessed in frost,
While the hail flew in showers down.
There I heard only the ocean roar,
The cold foam, or the song of the swan.
The gannet’s call was all my pleasure,
Curlew’s music for laughter of men,
Cries of a seagull for relish o f mead.
There tempests struck the cliffs of rock,
And the frozen-feathered tern called back,
And often the eagle with glistening wings 
Screamed through the spindrift: ah what prince 
Could shield or comfort the heart in its need !
For he who possesses the pleasures of life 
And suffers scant sorrow in his castles 
With his pride and his wine will hardly believe 
How I  have often had to endure 
Weariness over the paths of the sea.
Black squalls louring : snow from the north :
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World-crust rime-sealed : hail descending,
Coldest of harvests . . .

Yet now the thoughts 
Of my heart are beating to urge me on 
To the salt-wave-swell and tides of the deep ;
Again and again the mind’s desire 
Summons me outward far from here 
To visit the shores of nations unknown.
There is no man on earth so noble of mind,
So generous in his giving or so keen in his youth,
So brave in his actions or so bound to his lord 
That he will cease to know the sorrow of sea-going, 
The voyages which the Lord has laid upon him.
He has no heart for the harp, or the gift of rings,
Or the delight of women, or the joy of the world,
Or for any other thing than the rolling of the waves : 
He who goes on the sea longs after it for ever.

When groves bloom and castles are bright, 
When fields grow fair and the earth dances,
All these are voices for the eager mind,
Telling such hearts to set out again 
Voyaging far over the ocean-stream.
With its sad call too the cuckoo beckons,
The guardian of summer singing of sorrow 
Sharp in the breast. The prosperous man 
Of this knows nothing, what some must endure,
On the tracks of exile travellers far.
And now my own mind is restless within me,
My thought I send out through all the world 
To the floods of ocean and the whale’s kingdom,
Until it comes back yearning tom e ' .
Unfed, unquenched ; the lone flier cries,
Urges my desire to the whale’s way 
Forward irresistibly on the breast of the sea.

And keener therefore when they strike my heart 
Are the joys of the Lord than this mortality 
And loan of life : it is not my faith 
That the riches of the earth will be everlasting.
One of three things to every man 
Must always loom over his appointed day :
Sickness, old age, or enemy’s sword
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Shall drive out life from the doomed man departing.
And then it is best that those who come after 
And speak of the dead should be able to praise him,
That he in this world before his end 
Should help the people with deeds of courage 
Against the malice of foes and the devil,
So that afterwards the children of men 
Will exalt his name, and his praise with angels 
Will remain for ever, everliving glory,
Bliss among the hosts. Great days have gone,
Pomp and magnificence from the world’s dominions ;
Now there are neither kings nor emperors 
Nor gold-givers such as once there were 
When in their realms they dealt with the utmost 
Honour, and lived in the nobility of fame :
Fallen is all this chivalry, their joys have departed ;
And the world is wielded by shadows of men 
Ruling under affliction. O glory brought low,
Splendour of this earth grown withered and old 
Like man himself now through all the world 1 
See age come to him, and his face pale,
The grey head is in grief recalling friends gone,
The children of men given back to the earth.
Nor can body of flesh when life has fled
Taste for him any sweetness or be sensible of sorrow,
Nor will hand have touch, nor the mind its thought.
And though he should strew the grave with gold 
Where his kinsman lies, and bury by the dead 
Treasures innumerable, none will go with him 
On that voyage ; nor can gold avail 
For the soul with its sin before God’s wrath 
Who hoards it here while he still has breath.

Dreadful is the terror of the Creator, when the world has turned
through time ;

He established the great abyss, the leagues of the earth and the
sky.

The fool has no fear of the Lord : death falls on him unwarned.
The blessed man lives in humility : on him heaven’s mercies

descend ;
He trusts the power of his maker in the battlements of his mind.

(Translated from the Anglo-Saxon)
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DESMOND STEWART

WHILE IT AMUSES

Young Damon was to Pythias 
What an island is to the sea.
And Pythias the horizon was
Beyond which Damon did not wish to be.

But you and I, my Damon, are 
More sane and fortunate than they.
We neither seek a loyal star,
Nor faithful to the loving whisper stay.

While it amuses, I maintain 
That without you I’d not exist.
You know, and I know, without pain,
That when you go, you’re tolerably missed

While it amuses, we ally 
Against the tedium of the tribe.
But if one told you, “ he must die,”
Would you afford even a modest bribe ?
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TUTANKHAMEN

So were you : but much less.
In all the epochs of your life,
Knowing boredom and happiness,
Being joined to lovers and a wife,
Losing parents and finding sudden friends,
In all these movements, common to your race, 
You fidgeted, unsatisfied, for your end’s 
Bright day and this resplendent face.

Before, in the halfhearted flesh,
Your tastes and your sorrow and your smile 
Were the same as the shoals of boys who flash 
Naked and dark in the summer Nile,
All pleasure bore a taint,
A worm inside each apple. On either side, 
Shading the long green ribbon of content, 
Stumbled the stony desert, without shade.

This was a good exchange ;
This serene gold cheek, these eyes 
So straight and dark and strange ;
The ornamental flail that lies 
Unbloodstained on your bloodless heart 
And in this blue and saflron shell .
You lie complete, a work of art 
Round which the ages helpless reel.

The only loss in this unvertical reign 
Is of that pleasure country-boys desire :
The wild delight that quivers in the vein 
And bums the rubble self in a  bright fire ;
And with the self, the shadow too is burned,
But that enchantment never held you slave,
In sun or moon. But every hour you leant 
With hands outstretched towards a  golden grave.
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The stars that in the waters
Their bright reflections have
Bring to lonely mariners
Placed between sky and wave
Visions of beauty deep
As coral caves where sleep
Enchanted mermaids golden as to hair.

The days and hours that spring 
When I remember you 
To my dark thinking bring 
Delights the long night through.
I count them over, one by one,
And start again, when I am done,
And from the past draw stars into my sleep.
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RICHARD APPLETON

DAYBREAK IN DROUGHT

The moon, a pale faced convict,
Exhales a wisp of cloud, and

spins his meteor butt to earth.
A black head-shroud chokes back 

last pleas of innocence,
And stars dim out in sympathy 
While sullen day awakes to drought.

The red jowled sun, bon vivant 
following aesthete,

Lurches on view, his cue missed twice, 
Uncertain feet kicking horizon dust,
The parched tongue of his hangover 

licking on yellow bones
in .dry creek beds.

The earth has fever ; with withered skin 
and cracked, dry lips 

She gasps out futile dust to blind 
the sun.

She grips dead stumps with crumbling grasp, 
Fearing to lose the last corpse 

of her last child
for the wind’s dissection.

The clouds charge drought with memories 
of the mating of earth with rain, . 
and of lush paddocks of grass 
once suckled.

They wipe earth’s face with sterile shades,
The horizon swallows them-----
And the day moves on with the inevitability 

of a steam-roller.
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ERIC HAUGAARD

NOVEMBER 4th, 1952

What has the wind to tell me 
When it sweeps from the Caucasus 
To cool my burning head ?
What tears can its story bring 
To eyes lost in their oceans ?
He had but one heart,
But twin stars for the birds to pick.
Passion only echoes in vulgar shouts,
And honesty is lost in the cash drawer ; 
Tenderness and love diluted with sentimentality 
Like wine sold in state cafeterias ;
Bravery coated with blood of innocence, 
Integrity only reserved for fools,
Loudness of voice confused with intelligence 
And courage with stupidity.
What has the wind to tell me 
When it sweeps in from the Caucasus,
But that it will rain tomorrow.
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Where is there room for me 
In this too small world ?
The soundproof walls 
And the high lofts 
Divide the many cells ;
Which one was meant for me ? 
What windowless cage 
Did the mason build 
For me to sleep in ?

What god is mine 
In this too godly world ? 
Where does the image stand 
That I  shall kneel to ?
What colour the altar,
What pomp the service 
That shall make my heart beat

Wait and in time 
My coming blindness 
Will make me see.
And the closing ear
Will old, for new, music hear.
Wait for the sun to set
And in the twilight
I will pay to get
The cell you built for me.
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LETTERS
DARK AGES AND THE INNER LIGHT

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

One of the peculiarities of Faustian man, admitted by Spengler, 
is that he tends to learn from distant, alien things. Compared 
with that of other cultures, the Western mind is open. The sug
gestion, therefore, that we might learn something from Kenya 
ought not to have been too shocking — particularly to Mr. Raven 
who draws many ideas from the Graeco-Roman culture (which 
was not, as he appears to suppose, a stage of the Faustian-European). 
In any case I wrote nothing like what he asserts. What I said in 
my letter was that a clue to the young culture of the future might 
be found in “ values akin to the savage, not-yet-human ones 
underlying Mau Mau,” not that “ the rebirth of the new culture 
of the future is likely to come from such barbaric elements as the 
Mau Mau ” (italics mine). One could hope, surely, that a reader 
of Jung’s Psychology o f the Unconscious or Psychological Types, 
or even the semi-popular Modern Man in Search o f a Soul, would 
have grasped what was being driven at. It is precisely in the 
barbaric archetypal forms of the unconscious that the forgotten 
energies of a mind disintegrated are bound. The universally 
savage and pagan character of these forms throughout the world 
is familiar to readers of Frazer, and their role in a higher culture 
can be established by studying in their light for example the 
Choephoroe of Aeschylus, where they generate an art-form of 
unthinkable grandeur.

May I therefore assure Mr. Raven that I have no desire to cut 
his throat with a panga, or anybody else’s ? The matter is rather 
more complicated and subtle : the chief point is that the Faustian 
world for a thousand years has continually, andfwith increasing 
brutality, driven many creative energies of the soul underground. 
If the West is to revive, it will do so by liberating them ; but their 
liberation may also have another effect — the destruction of our 
current moral, intellectual and social pattern of life and the creation 
of one totally new. That is where the problem to which I alluded 
(and which I thought Mr. Raven understood) comes in : can the 
implications of Spengler’s culture-rhythm be by-passed without 
either (1) bringing the megalopolitan community of the West down 
in ruins, or (2) turning it into an “ immortal ” fossil, where every 
vestige of human freedom is bound by the chains of a dead morality 
and an outmoded Cult ? (1) has been done before through an
nihilation by an alien culture ; (2) has been attempted (never 
successfully) by every Caesarist regime in the history of the world.
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There does, however, remain the possibility that Europe (or, rather, 
the West) hides unprecedented sources of rejuvenation in the 
repressed deeps of her Faustian soul. I  mentioned the undefined 
effects of the late-Magian pseudomorphosis in my earlier com
munication : it was largely owing to this that the puritanical 
repressions to which I have referred above took place. The result 
has been that what D. H. Lawrence called the blood-consciousness 
of man has never been strong in the West. In our art-forms, 
our morality, our religion, there has been a pallor, a thin abstract 
quality, from the beginning — even in Chartres, in the sermons 
of Tauler or Gregorian music, great as these things are, one can 
find little of the creative promise of the Vikings. One feels con
tinually that something full of rich colour and power — of freedom 
— has been muffled. D. H. Lawrence found the lack in Francis ; 
the chapter on the cathedral, in The Rainbow, is another devastating 
analysis, intuitive and brilliant.

All of which is purely tentative, and I may have stated it too 
vaguely to be intelligible. It is obvious, however, that an investiga
tion along these lines should be undertaken by someone : do 
archetypal, “ pagan ” sources of rebirth, having a peculiar Faustian 
character (of course with undoubted, informative analogues in all 
“ primitive ” communities) lie even to-day in the mental deep ? 
In view of the harsh Magian pseudo-morphosis, may not these 
never-unfolded potencies be spiritually as young to-day as they 
were a thousand years ago ? Could they be recovered ? If  so, 
may not the West be in a position even now to throw forth a new, 
gigantic shoot that is young and original, the product of something 
delayed in the cultural springtime — and not merely part of the 
winter growth of Caesarism and the “ second religiousness ” ?

If these questions can be answered affirmatively, then we are in 
the presence of something which does not contradict Spengler, 
but which he never even considered. It is worth adding, o f course, 
that the recovery of such lost values would not lead to an increase 
of brutality, but to its reduction. All the psychological material 
points to that. The insane, ugly brutality o f our time is due to 
the repression of the archetypal forms to which I have referred. 
So are the ugly stupidity of politicians, the indifference to human 
values of the megalopolitan genteel and the confined outlook of 
the urban proletariat. The nation-wide insensibility which Sir 
Herbert Read calls an “ endemic disease ” is due to the same 
repression.

There are other points in Mr. Raven’s letter, but on the whole, 
perhaps, further argument about them would be a mere effort to 
score academic points. One can do nothing but agree with Mr. 
Raven’s important reference to Anarchism : the whole problem, 
however, is how to fit the perfectly valid discoveries made by 
Anarchist thinkers into the larger scheme of world history. 
Anarchism will never have any practical application of enduring 
value until that is done — apart, of course, from the sphere of
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education, where the whole thing could be made to work to-morrow.
In spite of his “ unfriendly ” feelings, I continue to find Mr. 

Raven very interesting — though I no more think the Taj Mahal 
4* picture postcard ” than I consider the constructivism of Naum 
Gabo the art of a mere Fellah !

Yours, etc.,
O . C. D r e w it t .

41 Sherwood Park Road,
Sutton, Surrey.

REBEL AND REVOLUTIONARY

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

A distinction is drawn by Mr. E. F. F. Hill, in his article in your 
recent issue entitled The Rebel, between rebels and revolutionaries, 
much to the detriment of the latter.

His quotation from Andre Gide postulates the concept of God, 
who, according to Gide, dwells in the hearts of .men, inspiring 
them with a sense of divine purpose, so that it may be said 
that God is dead, when, sunk in decadence and self-seeking, men 
have lost any such sense of purpose. It is surely in this sense 
that Gide states that the world will only be saved by the rebels 
who turn in revulsion against the corruption and decadence of 
their age ?

But rebellion is not enough, if God is to be re-created. The rebel 
must re-inspire his fellowmen with a sense of a divine mission on 
earth other than their own individual wellbeing. That is to say 
that the rebel must become a revolutionary, if he is in any sense 
to be effective. He must not be purely destructive of contemporary 
values, however desirable this rebellion may be : he must be con
structive of new values, so that God re-enters the hearts of men, 
imbuing them with a new sense of purpose and of achievement 
within a divine plan.

In fact Mr. Hill has succumbed to the contemporary fear and 
hatred of the revolutionary, who is, after all, the rebel who achieves 
positive success, as against the mere martyr who fails to convince 
his fellowmen. On the contrary there may be good in even the 
worst revolutionary, as is illustrated in the following sardonic 
Story, which may well have a moral for Mr. Hill.

“ Lenin, the atheist, dies and is transported forthwith to the 
portals of heaven. Shaken to his depths that such a place exists, 
he is even more dumbfounded to  be ushered through the gates
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■with every manifestation of honour ; treated, indeed, as an equal 
to his illustrious predecessors, Mohamet, Buddha and the Christ 
himself. Protesting that he does not believe in God, and least 
o f  all in his own divinity, he is taken to the battlements of heaven 
and invited to gaze down upon earth.

“ There he is shown the Red Square in Moscow, where his em
balmed body already lies in its glass coffin with thousands of mourn
ers shuffling past to look once again on the mummified face of their 
leader and comrade with tears in their eyes. His attention is drawn 
to another great Russian city, where a huge procession is winding 
through the streets carrying ikons in his memory. He protests,
* These are not ikons : they are merely placards,’ to which comes 
the reply, ‘ Maybe, but they bear your likeness, where a  few years 
ago they bore the likeness of Another ’.

“  Finally he is shown a little hut deep in the steppes, in which 
there is a niche enshrining his picture, with candles on each side, 
and his collected works as holy writ on the altar below. ‘ Are you 
not satisfied now ? ’ he is asked. ‘ Not only are you a God, but . 
you have already untold millions of believers on earth who have 
enshrined you in their hearts and raised you to heaven.’.”

Yours, etc.,
A l e x a n d e r  R a v e n .

THE SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,

In your March issue you publish a letter from Mr. Patrick J. N. 
Bury where he states “ Mr. Clement Attlee opposed the admittance 
of exiled Ukrainians, Lithuanians, and others to the Socialist 
International for fear of offending the Moscowite regime ”,

May I  remind you that the German Social Democratic Party in 
exile (Sudetan-germans) was refused admission by the Socialist 
International, despite the fact that this party opposed till the last 
moment the Hitler invasion of Czechoslovakia and opposed the 
Communist infiltration in 1945 so strongly.

The Czech Social Democratic Party which dissolved itself when 
Benes left the country in 1938 and which supported the Communist 
revolution in 1948, was, of course, admitted.

Yours, etc.,
K arl Strauss.

113 Randolph Avenue, London W.9.
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